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Abstract

Tool Use in Measuring:
Second and Fourth Graders’ Mediation of Their Linear Estimates
Using Rulers and Paper Strips on Number Lines

by

Bona Kang

Doctor of Philosophy in Education
University of California, Berkeley

Professor Geoffrey Saxe, Chair

This dissertation investigates the interplay between second and fourth graders’ use of rulers and paper strips to solve number line measurement problems. Drawing upon and extending Vygotsky’s (1978, 1986) approach to mediation in problem solving, and Saxe’s (2012) treatment of microgenesis of representational activity, I analyzed 36 second and 39 fourth graders’ measurement activity as they participated in videotaped semi-structured interviews. At each grade, students were randomly assigned to ruler, short paper strip, or long paper strip conditions, and solved five number line problems first without the tool available and then five similar problems with the tool available. For each problem, two numbers were labeled (e.g., 4 and 6) and students were asked to place a third number appropriately (e.g., 9). Problems and tools were designed to elicit unitizing strategies (splitting, iterating, counting) as students coordinated tool with target to produce a linear measure. I report findings related to the precision of students’ estimates contrasting tool absent and present conditions, and findings related to students’ adaptation of tools to serve measurement functions. Analyses of students’ precision revealed that with or without the support of tools, fourth graders were more precise than second graders, though the utility of tool varied with tool and problem type. The long paper strip was particularly difficult for second graders, and at both grades, many students rejected using the long paper strip. Students generally became precise with tools when a solving a problem type that displayed a linear unit of 1 instead of a larger unit, though this varied with tool type. On other problem types, tools interfered with precision, and on still other problem types, tools interfered with the precision of second, but supported the precision of fourth graders. Analyses of strategies revealed three levels in students’ ability to coordinate a unitization of tool and target as they tried to adapt tools to serve measurement functions. I argue that these findings can productively inform our understanding of the interplay between tool use in students’ developing measurement activity as well as the design of instructional problem environments to support students’ tool using in linear measurement.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This dissertation investigated the interplay between children’s emerging understandings of linear measurement and their uptake of different types of tools to support their problem solving activity in linear measurement.

Measuring length is ubiquitous in everyday activity and serves as a mathematically important topic in the classroom in of itself as well as groundwork for developing ideas in other mathematical topics, such as number and operations, geometry, functions, approximation, and proportional reasoning (Lehrer & Schauble, 2000). The Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Content (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers [NGA Center & CCSSO], 2010) support the learning of linear measurement ideas in grade 2, and support reasoning about fractions and operations on linear representations by grade 3.

Despite its significance, linear measurement is still a topic that elementary school children find difficult to learn as evidenced by their national assessment records (Drake 2014; Kloosterman, Rutledge & Kenney, 2009; US Department of Education, 2003, 2006, 2012). Figure 1 illustrates the kind of difficulties that many students display with a task used in the 2003 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). On this particular task, 80% of fourth grade students and 42% of eighth grade students provided incorrect answers, typical solutions including 10.5 inches (resulting from focusing only on the right end of the toothpick) or 3.5 inches (resulting from starting a count of 1 at the 8-inch mark) (US Department of Education, 2003). Thus, educators and researchers are concerned about how we can support children in not only learning the skills to measure, but also what it means to measure (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 1989, 2000).

Linear measurement tools play a central role in supporting or constraining linear measurement understandings (Barrett & Clements, 1996; Boulton-Lewis, Wilss, & Mutch, 1996; Nunes, Light, & Mason, 1993; Saxe, Earnest, Sitabkhan, Haldar, Lewis, & Zheng, 2010; Stephan & Clements, 2003), and we need to better understand how children adapt tools to support their measurement activity. For example, young children may prefer to use rulers to non-standard tools such as sticks or body parts to measure object lengths, but actually measure more correctly with the non-standard tool before becoming more precise with the ruler (Kotsopoulos, Makosz, Zambrzycka, & McCarthy, 2015). However, because rulers are more interesting to children, they may engage children in more meaningful measurement activities and be less demanding in teaching children how to measure length compared to tools with arbitrary unit sizes (Boulton-Lewis et al., 1996; Nunes et al., 1993).

Figure 1. Sample linear measurement problem from 2003 NAEP (Correct answer: 2.5 inches)
Empirical research on how children shift in how they make sense of and use different types of tools in linear measurement activity has typically focused on children’s use of tools to produce a single linear measure or to indirectly compare lengths of objects as the final problem solving goal (Clements, 1999; Clements & Stephan, 2004; Kamii & Clark, 1997). These types of activities involve students directly aligning the tool against an object and accumulating a count of a particular unit (e.g., 10 blocks or 15 inches) to measure the length or using the length of the tool to indirectly compare the lengths of two different objects. However, tools are rarely co-quantified with the target object to generate multiple linear measures; few systematic empirical studies have focused on how children transform a tool and coordinate a linear measure produced by the transformed tool as a means for solving a superordinate goal in problem solving activity.

In a typical length measurement task, the object’s length is unknown, and children do not need to transform their tool multiple times in order to produce two different measures on the same object. The whole tool either serves as the unit size (e.g., the width of a wooden block) to be tiled or iterated to the length of an object of interest, or the tool is already unitized to help determine the length of an object (e.g., measuring the full length of a toothpick with a ruler like in Figure 1). Tools are rarely used multiple times in the same measuring act and the object does not need to be unitized more than once. A more in-depth investigation of children’s developing tool use understandings can be accomplished by illuminating how children are able to quantify and coordinate their adaptation of different tools generate multiple linear measures in the same problem space.

Tool using on number line problems may be productive contexts for understanding children’s developing linear unit understandings. Children’s estimates on number lines have been used as resources for exploring children’s numerical cognition (Booth & Siegler, 2006, 2008; Dehaene, Izard, Pica, & Spelke, 2008; Ebersbach, Luwel, Frick, Onghena, & Verschaffel, 2008; Moeller, Pixner, Kaufmann, & Nuerk, 2009; Reinert, Huber, Nuerk, & Moeller, 2015; Siegler & Booth, 2004; Siegler & Opfer, 2003), examining how children coordinate numerical values with linear units (Saxe et al., 2010, 2013), modeling children’s informal strategies for reasoning about relationships between numbers (e.g., arithmetic problems) (Gravemeijer & Stephan, 2002; Fosnot & Dolk, 2001; Murata, 2008; Murata & Kattubadi, 2012; NCTM 2000, 2003), and revealing children’s measurement skills (Barth & Paladino, 2011; Cohen & Sarnecka, 2014; Petitto, 1990), but the effect of using measurement tools on placing linear estimates on number lines has rarely been the focus (see Saxe et al., 2013 and Petitto, 1990 for examples of measurement tool use on number lines). Children’s interpretations and constructions of number lines display how experienced they are in coordinating numerical values and linear units, and the goal of estimating number locations on a line mediate their thinking process (Saxe et al., 2010, 2013). Some children will place numbers accurately on the line, with correct orders and correct placements that coordinate the lengths of intervals with the values of tick marks. Others may display partially developed understandings, such as placing numbers in order from left to right, but not preserving the same interval length to represent the same interval value on the line. The use of measurement tools on number lines may provide resources for children to reason about the relationship between linear unit and numerical value; children’s interpretations about the relationship between number and linear units can be overtly displayed in their placements of number on number lines and children’s mediation of their linear measurement activity may interact the tools they use to organize their linear estimation activity. Adequate linear estimates will involve co-quantifying the tool with values on the number line. If students use the tools in an unexpected manner, such as not coordinating a consistent unit length between the tool and
number line or leaving gaps for each iteration when placing numbers, this may help reveal how they reason about linear distances in relation to numerical values. Using number lines as a measurement context would allow for examining the interplay in which children’s linear unit understandings can advance through the construction of measurement tools in problem solving, and their tool use is guided by the progress of their linear unit understandings.

**Children’s Unitizing in Measurement Problem Contexts**

To better identify the shifting conceptual challenges in linear measurement for children, we need a way to examine the relationship between what kinds of linear unit understandings children bring to bear in a measurement problem, and the process of how children may mediate their unitization of target objects to produce linear measures. Consider the number line problem shown in Figure 2 to examine what kinds of linear unit understandings may be coordinated to solve a linear measurement problem without tools. On this problem, a line segment has the numbers 1/3 and 1 pre-labeled but is otherwise blank, and the goal is to mark the location for the number 2 on the line. For a successful solution, this problem requires an understanding of how linear units and numbers are represented on a linear model such as the number line, and how to transform and operate on linear units (e.g., subdividing units or iterating units) to generate unlabeled numbers on the line. The linear distance between 1/3 and 1 on the number line represents a linear unit of 2/3 (Figure 3a), which can be subdivided into shorter linear units and iterated across the line. A possible solution for this problem then involves two steps: (1) Subdivide the given length between 1/3 and 1 into half to generate shorter lengths that each represent a linear unit of 1/3 (Figure 3b), and (2) iterate a linear unit of 1/3 three times end-to-end from 1 to place 2 on the line (Figure 3c).

![Figure 2. Number line problem with two numbers, 1/3 and 1, marked with a target value of 2](image-url)
Figure 3. Subdividing and iterating linear units to produce an adequate position for 2 on the number line

We may not be able to illuminate what kinds of conceptual supports children may need or use in linear measurement activity if we only focus on the precision of children’s final estimates. Based upon pilot data and children’s documented developing unit understandings, I expect that children will encounter various kinds of unitization difficulties in producing an adequate solution to problems such as the one presented in Figure 2. Younger children may simply understand 2 to follow 1 and just place 2 towards the right of the line without any regard for linear unit relationships. Older children, on the other hand, may appreciate that the linear distance between 1/3 and 1 is key to solving the problem, but may be unclear on how to make use of that distance to position 2 adequately, still resulting in an imprecise measure. Only focusing on the accuracy of the final estimate of a linear measurement problem, such as for 2 on the number line problem above, would not readily reveal what kinds of unitization actions students coordinate or may have the potential to generate in linear measurement activity.

**Children’s Construction of Tools in Measurement Problem Contexts**

Analyzing children’s measurement tool constructions to support their problem solving may help illuminate what kinds of conceptual coordinations children produce in linear measurement activity. Children’s conceptual interpretations of the problems at hand may influence their ability to adapt tools to support their solutions as well as the character of their tool using approaches. I expect that younger children who have yet to appreciate the meaning of linear units may find tools unnecessary or an added challenge to constructing a solution. Older children may attempt to use tools in different ways to help them measure on the line, though their success may be affected by the material affordances of the tool and how they try to perform operations with linear units. For example, imagine children are presented with the problem in Figure 1 and are asked to use a ruler or a paper strip to help them place a pointer for the location of 2 on the line segment. For younger children, it may not be obvious to create a measure
between 1/3 and 1 using either tool, and there may be no differences in their problem solutions with the presence of tools. They may even find the presence of tools distracting.

For older children, however, each tool may present different challenges and affordances. An older child might consider that the distance between 1/3 and 1 is important. If the paper strip is a rectangular piece of paper that fits between 1/3 and 1, it may seem more obvious to fit the paper strip (rather than the ruler) inside the interval for this reason. However, without a metric understanding of linear units, the child may find it much less obvious to then use the paper strip to represent and preserve the established linear unit of 2/3 on the line, or to fold or cut the paper strip to represent shorter linear units on the line, or to iterate the paper strip without gaps along the line to mark 2 on the number line; the child may fail to coordinate the length of the paper strip with linear units on the number line or may iterate the piece with gaps or overlaps, resulting in a non-metric location for 2 (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Example of how a child may use a paper strip and place 2 imprecisely on the number line

In contrast, I expect that the ruler will present different challenges than the paper strip. The ruler already has numeric units marked throughout, allowing for better precision and preservation of unit lengths. However, the child now needs to coordinate between defined numerical units on the ruler and on the number line. The child not only has to consider how to measure the length of the linear unit between 1 and 1/3 as being a certain amount of inches using the ruler, but the child also needs to consider how three more 1/3s beyond 1 represents the location for 2, and how those shorter linear units should be represented on the ruler in inches (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Example of how a child may use a ruler to place 2 on the number line

In this dissertation, I describe a developmental investigation of the interplay between children’s linear unit understandings and measurement tool constructions in linear measurement
problem solving activity; I report findings on second and fourth grade children’s understandings of linear units in the domain of whole numbers, and children’s appropriation of different types of artifacts (paper strips, ruler) as tools to solve measurement problems in the same numerical domain. I argue that in solving length estimation problems, (1) children who are early in developing linear unit understandings have difficulty treating artifacts as tools, and their estimates of length are more accurate when they rely on intuitions and not tools; (2) children who are later in developing linear unit understandings show growing efforts to quantify artifacts (paper strips, rulers) as they quantify the target of their measurement activity, but their performance is uneven—different artifacts create specialized challenges in producing estimates of length; and (3) the most advanced children display sophisticated strategies in generating tools with the artifacts, creating adaptations of different kinds of materials to solve a range of linear measurement problems, and their precision is similar with or without the tools.

To support my arguments, I report analyses of semi-structured interviews with second and fourth graders who solved number line estimation tasks using only perceptual strategies (no physical aids) and then with one of three types of tools (ruler, short paper strip and long paper strip). The analyses focused on students’ shifts in precision as well as the differences in students’ increasing abilities to coordinate their tool units with the number line units by grade, tool type, and problem type.

Review of the Literature

Measurement is an everyday act and mathematical activity that deepens children’s knowledge of space (Lehrer, 2003; Piaget, Inhelder, & Szeminska, 1960) and knowledge of number (Saxe et al., 2010). Mathematics educators and researchers have repeatedly emphasized the importance of children’s need to not just learn the skills of measuring, but to develop an understanding of fundamental measurement concepts to be mathematically proficient (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 1989, 2000, 2003; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers [NGA Center & CCSSO], 2010). In other words, children should learn what it means to measure in addition to focusing on the procedures of how to measure. In order to support children’s learning of linear measurement ideas, there is a need to better understand the conceptual coordinations children encounter when they draw in measurement tools to support multiple linear measures in a measurement problem context.

In linear measurement problem solving, children’s conceptualizations of linear unit understandings emerge from their coordination of two types of unitizing activities: unitizing objects’ lengths and unitizing linear measurement tools (Clements, Battista, & Sarama, 1998; Nunes et al., 1993; Saxe and Moylan, 1982; Stephan & Clements, 2003). These are two processes that must be coordinated by putting linear units represented on the target object (e.g., number line) to correspondence with linear units represented on the tool (e.g., paper strip or ruler) to make a meaningful linear measure. Children who are transitioning in their linear measurement understandings face several challenges in using tools to produce a linear measure of a target object. They may experience difficulty in quantifying the target or tool into units and in constructing a correspondence between the target and tool such that the tool represents a length of measure. Different kinds of tools, however, can provide differential support in mediating linear measurement activity and understandings (Barrett & Clements, 1996; Boulton-Lewis et al., 1996; Clements et al., 1998; McClain, Cobb, Gravemeijer, & Estes, 1999; Nunes et
al., 1993; Saxe et al., 2010; Solomon, Vasilyeva, Huttenlocher, & Levine, 2015; Stephan & Clements, 2003). Varying the target estimates (e.g., varying the unit length or positions of values to be placed on the number line) can also help reveal what kinds of linear unit understandings children use to support their unitization activity and the challenges they may face in coordinating the target units with their tool (Saxe et al., 2010, 2013).

In this section, I review literature that considers the ways in which this coordination presents challenges to children as they make an effort to generate linear measures using two types of tools: Non-standard tools and standard tools. Next, I present the types of unitizing actions that need to be coordinated to produce linear measures. Then I consider a productive problem context that may illuminate the interplay between children’s shifts in tool use and their linear unit understandings.

**Tool types in linear measurement activity.**

There are principally two different types of tools that individuals can specialize to serve length-measuring functions. On the one hand, *non-standard tools* make use of unconventional units such as a blank strip of paper or a wooden block. These types of tools may be more familiar to children who are learning to measure, but they are typically not quantified into units, especially with units that are widely used, such as inches or centimeters. On the other hand, *standard tools* make use of conventional units for which there are international as well as national standards, such as rulers pre-labeled with centimeter or inch units. In schooling contexts, children typically learn how to use standard tools, which are already quantified with equally spaced units on the tools for the purpose of calibrating the precision of measures.

Non-standard and standard tools each present different kinds of challenges to children as they draw the tools into linear measurement activity, and there is no general consensus on which type of tool should be introduced to students first in school. Some researchers assert that children should be introduced to measurement by reasoning about lengths of everyday objects (e.g., width of classroom) using non-standard tools (e.g., a child’s foot) before being introduced to formal systems of standardized measure (Haylock & Cockburn, 1989; Kastner, 1989; McDonough & Sullivan, 2011), and this view is still reflected in many classroom curricula (Clements, 1999; Kamii & Clark, 1997; Smith III, Males, Dietiker, Lee, & Mosier, 2013). Non-standard tools provide opportunities for students to discuss important measurement ideas, such as the need for equal-size units and not leaving gaps between displacements of a non-standard tool along an object’s length (McClain, Cobb, Gravemeijer, & Estes, 1999). However, others assert that young children do not necessarily find standardized tools more difficult to use than non-standard tools (Boulton-Lewis et al., 1996; Clements, 1999; Nunes et al., 1993). Standard tools allow for individuals to publically communicate about target measures, which may help facilitate a more precise solution for the measurement activity (e.g., “it starts from the line above number 1 and ends at the line above number 3 on the ruler”) and still provide opportunities to learn ideas about linear units and how to measure them. Students as young as kindergarten-age also prefer to use standard tools like rulers over non-standard tools (Kotsopoulos et al., 2015), and this preference and interest in standard tools may be more effective in advancing their linear unit understandings (Boulton-Lewis et al., 1996; Kamii & Clark, 1997; Kotsopoulos et al., 2015).

In the subsequent sections, I describe specific challenges to unitization that children may encounter using standard tools and non-standard tools in linear measurement activity.
Standard tools.

Children find standard tools that are pre-quantified with units such as inches or centimeters challenging to use in measurement activity. Learning how to use pre-labeled units such as standard units is an important part of the elementary school curriculum as children are expected to understand and use standardized linear measures as early as 2nd grade (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010). However, both young and old children display persistent difficulty in understanding how to conceptualize standard tools like rulers as a collection of linear units, and how to coordinate features on rulers with target objects to produce a linear measure.

A common problem that is used to assess children’s understanding of linear measurement is the broken ruler task, such as the 2003 NAEP task presented earlier in Figure 1, in which an object is depicted above a representation of a ruler such that it is not aligned at the zero-point on the ruler and the goal is to figure out the length of the object. Two common incorrect responses for this task were 10.5 inches (14% of fourth graders and 7% of eighth graders) and 3.5 inches (23% of fourth graders and 20% of eighth graders), and these reflect particular conceptual difficulties children face in trying to unitize rulers and coordinate those actions on object lengths.

Two key challenges in ruler use in linear measurement activity are highlighted in both the students’ NAEP responses and the literature. First, one type of challenge is relating the whole length of a target to the corresponding part of the ruler (Kamii, 2006). This may result in focusing on only one end point of the target object and reading the number on the ruler that corresponds to the edge of the target (Clements et al., 1998; Drake, 2014; Kamii, 2006; Nunes et al., 1993). Students may have measured the toothpick in Figure 1 as 10.5 inches long because the right edge falls above the 10.5-inch mark on the ruler. This reveals a (1) lack of unitizing the ruler as a collection of units, and (2) lack of unitizing the target object (the toothpick) as a collection of units, leading to (3) the tool (ruler) and target (toothpick) not being put to correspondence to produce a numerical length that represents the span of the object.

Second, another challenge is conceptualizing a ruler as a set of countable continuous spatial units. This may result in starting a count of measure from 1 instead of 0 or counting the inch tick marks on the ruler between the two end points of the target object, both which result in an answer that is one inch longer than the actual answer (Drake, 2014; Kamii, 1995, 2006; Lehrer, 2003; Lehrer, Jenkins, & Osana, 1998; Lindquist & Kouba, 1989; Martin & Struchthens, 2000; Petitto, 1990). This may explain the erroneous response for 3.5 inches in the 2003 NAEP problem presented earlier. Bragg and Outhred (2004) also report this as a key ruler challenge for children. When they asked fifth and sixth grade children what features on the ruler are counted when measuring length, many children responded that the tick marks on the ruler rather than the interval lengths between tick marks should be counted. This type of response reveals a lack of coordinating what the units of the ruler represent, which are continuous lengths, and not simply discrete counts of numbers or tick marks. More recently, Solomon et al. (2015) found that younger (kindergarten and second grade) students also persisted in having difficulty coordinating the length between interval marks on rulers to measure lengths of crayons for this reason. When crayons were off-set from the zero-point on rulers, both age groups heavily relied on tick mark counting strategies to report a measure for crayon lengths. Even when rulers with no numbers were used in this way, the second grade children used tick mark counting strategies 75% of the time they produced erroneous measures. Thus, we might anticipate that children in the elementary grades will display challenges in using features on rulers to record linear measures of
targets, particularly when the target’s edge is not already aligned at the end of the ruler where 0 is marked.

**Non-standard tools.**

Non-standard tools are not pre-quantified, and can provide flexibility in children’s unitizing activities because they do not have a predetermined enumerated unit size. However, these tools still present challenges to children who are learning how to measure. Non-standard tools come in a variety of sizes often with no clear markers or numerals demarcated, leading to children’s difficulties in quantifying them into linear units as well as corresponding them to targets so that they represent object lengths. Here, I identify two challenges for children when using non-standard tools in linear measurement activity.

First, treating a non-enumerated tool such as paper strip or a stick or a cutout of a shoe (all non-standard tools) as a consistent, spatial unit of measure is challenging. When asked to directly measure a target using such non-standard tools, children display tendencies of leaving gaps or generating overlaps when iterating the tools as a single unit, treating linear measures as a discrete count of a non-standard tool’s units instead of a span of linear space that is represented by the end-to-end collection of the tool’s unit lengths (Hiebert 1981, 1984; Lehrer, 2003; Lehrer, Jacobson, Kemeny, & Strom, 1999, Nunes et al., 1993). This also results in difficulties in splitting the tool into shorter units. For example, Lehrer et al. (1999) found that children in the second grade did not initially see problems with leaving gaps between concatenations of textbooks when measuring the width of a bookcase in the classroom. They were also unsure how to count a measure when the distance of interest could not be covered with a whole number amount of units of textbooks (i.e., a partial unit had to be created and added), resulting in linear measures that were shorter or longer than the actual lengths of objects. Only after careful guidance from the teacher and much classroom discussion did they gradually come to accept that the units should be equal in size, have no gaps between iterations, and a part of a unit should fill in any partial distances. Similarly, Hiebert (1981, 1984) found that when first grade children were shown a crooked path composed of five medium-sized Cuisenaire rods (C-rod length = 7 cm) and asked to reproduce the same length using shorter C-rods (5cm), children typically chose the same number of rods instead of using more than five rods to reproduce the same length. In this case, the children were corresponding discrete counts of units, but did not treat the rods as representing a partitioned length of the path. Nunes et al. (1993) discovered that 6- and 8-year-old children successfully accomplished indirect measuring activities with partners over the telephone using tick marks and numbers already represented on rulers compared to pieces of string because the strings had to be iterated along the span of the target (a line drawn on a piece of paper) or split into shorter lengths to produce a more precise count of length measure. In other words, one reason non-standard tools may be challenging for students is because they have to reinvent iteration or subdivision of spatial, consistent units with the tool to produce a quantified measure.

Second, even when children show emergent understandings that a non-standard tool can represent a length of an object, variations in non-standard tool lengths affect transitive reasoning between object lengths. For example, Kamii and Clark (1997) reported that, when presented a task goal to prove that one line is longer than another, children were able to use a 12-inch long tagboard strip, which was similar to the length of the line of interest to make judgments by aligning the strip against each line by second grade, but faltered in accomplishing the same task using a 1.75-inch long small block as a single unit until fourth grade. With a tool that was similar
to the length of the target object, children more readily represented target lengths in comparison activity, but with a tool that was grossly different in size from the target object (and in this case, needed to be iterated), younger children experienced difficulty in representing targets lengths to compare lengths. Thus, we might anticipate that children in the middle elementary grades and younger will display challenges in transforming non-standard tools to function as devices for recording linear measures depending on the discrepancy between the length of the tool and the length of the target.

**Linear measurement: A coordination of unitizing actions.**

Measuring length involves identifying a linear unit and displacing it along the extent of an object (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948/1956; Piaget et al., 1960), which involves particular unitizing actions.¹ As illustrated in Figure 3 earlier, children may use various actions to generate, conserve, and measure linear units on line segments. They can generate new linear units by subdividing (splitting action) a line segment into shorter segments. This length then is conserved as it is displaced (iterating action) a particular number of counts (counting action) along the extent of a target object to produce a final linear measure. In the same way, tools can also be unitized using splitting, counting, and iterating actions. For example, a paper strip can be folded into shorter pieces (splitting). A folded piece then can be displaced along the length of an object (iterating) and the number of iterations (counting) would produce the final measure of the object’s length. The coordination of splitting, iterating, and counting actions are key in understanding children’s linear unit understandings that emerge in their problem solving activity, and my dissertation utilizes these actions in analyzing children’s measurement strategies.

**Number lines: A productive problem context for examining linear measurement activity.**

In this dissertation, I regard unbounded number line problems² as a productive context for investigating the interplay between children’s linear unit understandings and their measurement tool transformations. Here, I articulate the utility of this problem space in illuminating children’s emergent linear unit understandings.

Recent research studies that used unbounded number line problems have documented how particular measurement strategies help reveal an individual’s sense of linear unit ideas on line segments (Cohen & Blanc-Goldhammer, 2011; Ebersbach, Luwel, & Verschaffel, 2015; Reinert et al., 2015; Saxe, Shaughnessy, Gearhart, & Haldar, 2013). For example, both children and adults may use skip-counting strategies to measure a position for a number because they visualize multiple iterations of the pre-labeled interval length across the line (Cohen & Blanc-Goldhammer, 2011; Ebersbach et al., 2015; Reinert et al., 2015). Or children may treat the pre-labeled interval as a unit of 1 regardless of what the pre-labeled numbers are, such as iterating

---

¹ In Saxe, de Kirby, Kang, Le, & Schneider’s (2015) framework, the authors describe how counting, displacing, and subdividing actions may serve as resources for learning formal concepts of measurement on the number line. In this dissertation, these sensorimotor actions are introduced as unitizing actions that can be operated both on targets (e.g., number line) as well as tools (e.g., rulers, paper strips) in measurement problem solving activity.

² An unbounded number line has an interval pre-labeled with two numbers such as 0 and 1, but is otherwise empty. An unbounded number line problem asks the individual to position a number outside of those two pre-labeled numbers on the number line. In other words, given only two numbers marked on an otherwise empty number line, the task is to position a third number outside of the interval.
the interval between 7 and 9 (a linear unit of 2) two counts instead of one count to the right to place 11 on the line (Saxe et al., 2013).

Unbounded number line problems also provide a context in which to investigate how individuals may transform a tool multiple times to represent a linear measure. Unbounded number line problems inherently include multiple linear measurement acts in the same problem space that would require the problem solver to transform a tool multiple times to represent multiple linear units across the number line. To solve an unbounded number line problem, one has to produce a linear measure for the pre-labeled interval and then use that as a means for producing a new shorter or longer linear measure to locate a number that is not shown on the number line. Thus, a tool needs to be adapted such that the length of the pre-labeled interval on the number line is represented on the tool and then transformed again to represent a different length on the number line to locate the missing number. Consequently, children will display different challenges in tool transformation depending on which numbers are positioned on the line, the tool’s material properties, and their own linear unit understandings.

For example, consider two different unbounded number line problems for which a child has to use a ruler to locate a number on the number line. The first problem has the numbers 3 and 7 marked 4cm apart and the task is to place 10 on the line. The second problem has the numbers 3 and 5 marked 4cm apart and the task is to place 7 on the number line (Figure 6).

![Problem 1: Mark where 10 should go on this number line.](image1)

![Problem 2: Mark where 7 should go on this number line.](image2)

Figure 6. Two unbounded number line problems that vary in their pre-labeled values and target values

Even though the physical distance between the two pre-labeled numbers is the same between both problems, the particular values presented in each problem require the child to use different unit coordinations between the linear units on the line and units on the ruler. The approach for coordinating numeric units on the ruler and on the number line in the first problem is relatively less challenging compared to the second problem. For the first problem, each centimeter unit on the ruler can represent a linear unit of 1 on the line. For the second problem, however, the child has to coordinate the fact that 4cm on the ruler represents a linear unit of 2 on the line (Figure 7).
In contrast, if the child is asked to use a rectangular paper strip to solve these problems, different challenges arise. A paper strip that is 4cm wide can be fitted onto the line and then folded, cut, or iterated without necessarily having to think about specific numerical relationships already marked on the tool such as the case of rulers. However, parts of the paper strip still have to be coordinated with linear units on the number line. For problem 1, the paper strip would need to be folded or cut so that a quarter of the paper strip represents a linear unit of 1 on the line. Then this shortened strip can be iterated 3 counts to locate 10 on the line. For problem 2, the whole length of the paper strip would represent a linear unit of 2 on the line, and since 7 is two units away from 5 on the line, the paper strip can be iterated without being folded to generate a linear measure of 1. In this case, the second problem may present fewer unit coordination challenges for the child. In comparison to the shorter paper strip, a paper strip much longer than the pre-labeled intervals on number line problems would need an additional folding action to measure the interval before further unitizing the tool and number line and coordinating between the two.

Thus, unbounded number line problems can present challenges between different kinds of numbers and different tool types that may illuminate how children coordination between unitizing actions. On an unbounded number line problem, one has to coordinate actions with linear units on the line as well as the measuring tool. Existing linear units may need to be split into shorter linear units (e.g., halving an interval of 2 to find the length of an interval of 1 or folding a paper strip into half) or iterating linear units without gaps or overlaps across the line to produce longer linear measures (e.g., iterating a linear unit of 1 three counts to find the length of an interval of 3). The problem features provide opportunities to elicit various kinds of measurement strategies, which in turn may provide insights into the challenges that children

---

**Figure 7. Coordinating units on a ruler with units on unbounded number line problems**

In contrast, if the child is asked to use a rectangular paper strip to solve these problems, different challenges arise. A paper strip that is 4cm wide can be fitted onto the line and then folded, cut, or iterated without necessarily having to think about specific numerical relationships already marked on the tool such as the case of rulers. However, parts of the paper strip still have to be coordinated with linear units on the number line. For problem 1, the paper strip would need to be folded or cut so that a quarter of the paper strip represents a linear unit of 1 on the line. Then this shortened strip can be iterated 3 counts to locate 10 on the line. For problem 2, the whole length of the paper strip would represent a linear unit of 2 on the line, and since 7 is two units away from 5 on the line, the paper strip can be iterated without being folded to generate a linear measure of 1. In this case, the second problem may present fewer unit coordination challenges for the child. In comparison to the shorter paper strip, a paper strip much longer than the pre-labeled intervals on number line problems would need an additional folding action to measure the interval before further unitizing the tool and number line and coordinating between the two.

Thus, unbounded number line problems can present challenges between different kinds of numbers and different tool types that may illuminate how children coordination between unitizing actions. On an unbounded number line problem, one has to coordinate actions with linear units on the line as well as the measuring tool. Existing linear units may need to be split into shorter linear units (e.g., halving an interval of 2 to find the length of an interval of 1 or folding a paper strip into half) or iterating linear units without gaps or overlaps across the line to produce longer linear measures (e.g., iterating a linear unit of 1 three counts to find the length of an interval of 3). The problem features provide opportunities to elicit various kinds of measurement strategies, which in turn may provide insights into the challenges that children
display in transforming tools with different material properties to function as linear measurement devices on the number line.

**Conceptual Framework**

To investigate children’s conceptual coordinations in linear measurement activity, I focus on children’s unitizing actions on tools and targets. I both extend Vygotsky’s (1978, 1986) approach to analyzing tool use in problem solving activity, and utilize Saxe’s (2012) treatment of microgenesis of representational activity. The approach of this investigation treats children’s use of different kinds of tools to support their linear measurement problem solving activity as being regulated by two processes: (1) children’s ability to conceptualize the target as a quantifiable object that can be measured in linear units, and (2) children’s efforts to unitize artifacts such that they become linear measurement tools adapted to the constraints of the measurement problem.

Vygotsky’s approach to analyzing tool use in problem solving activity.

In Vygotsky’s (1978, 1986) approach to development, he identified two distinct lines of development that are interwoven in the child’s behavior: On the one hand, there is a “natural” line of development in elementary processes that have biological roots and a quality of immediacy, such as the visual perception of independent elements in a visual field or sensory memory. On the other hand, there is a higher psychological “cultural” line of development characterized by the child’s degree of mastery in the use of speech and tools to mediate these elementary processes to serve new functions voluntarily. For example, children may use speech to describe actions and relationships between elements in a picture or use objects in the environment to serve as mnemonic devices. Vygotsky viewed the latter kind of development—voluntarily controlling elementary psychological functions like memory—as being key to understanding cognitive development in children; qualitative transformation in the child’s thinking is enabled by the mediational process of drawing in artifacts or language to function as “tools” to organize problem solutions.

To illustrate Vygotsky’s approach to studying psychological development, I turn to his study of mediated memory. In this study, individuals of different ages played a memory game in which they were supposed to answer a set of questions such as “What is your favorite color?” and “What color is your shirt?” while following two rules: to not say particular color names (e.g., cannot say blue and red) and to not say any color name twice. In the initial condition, the
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3 Vygotsky (1978) distinguishes between sign operations and tool use in his approach. Though both signs and tools serve a mediating function in activity, they differ in the way that they orient human behavior. Tools are externally oriented, and are used to make changes in the activity itself. Signs are internally oriented, and are used to create and alter psychological operations. In this particular study, I refer to sign operations as “tool use” for ease of communication. Physical artifacts such as rulers and paper strips will be analyzed for their internally-oriented mediating function in problem solving; the artifacts will be presented to participants for the purpose of observing how they are drawn into measurement activity to aid conceptual coordinations of linear units.

4 For the purposes of the remainder of this manuscript, physical artifacts presented to the children as measurement aides are termed “tools” regardless of whether the artifacts are productively drawn into problem solving activity or not. However, it is important to note that tools serve particular functions, meaning that artifacts are transformed into tools. An artifact that is not drawn into activity to serve a particular problem-solving function is yet a “tool.”
participants were not given any tools, and in subsequent conditions they were given tools in the form of nine color cards to help them answer the series of questions successfully.

Vygotsky found that with age, individuals shifted in the way that they used the color cards to help mediate their memory and be successful at the game. Preschool-age children were not very successful in the memory game, and did not perform better when the color cards were available for use because they were not able to use them as tools to help them play the game better. School-age children progressively used the color cards productively as tools to help them play the game, and performed considerably better with the color cards than without them. For example, without the color cards, they made several mistakes by repeating color names, but with the cards, they were able to turn over cards of colors they named to help them remember that they cannot repeat those color names. Adults performed significantly better than children without physically relying on the color cards even when they were available for use.

Thus, the character of mediated activity and character of successful solutions to the game activity shifted across age groups; the color cards were first external to problem solving and not helpful for the memory game, then they were incorporated into problem solving as external tools to organize successful solutions to the game, and later they became covert in mastering the memory game. The shifting ways in which individuals used tools in their problem solving activity as a function of age also reflected the shifts in mastery of memory processes.

This developmental approach to tool use for mediating problem solving activity has potential to illuminate cognitive shifts in linear measurement problem solving, where individuals are engaged in organizing solutions for complex problems of quantifying, comparing, and manipulating magnitudes of length. Vygotsky did not focus on practices of linear measurement in particular when investigating developmental shifts in individuals, but the domain can also be distinguished between a natural line of development and the development of higher psychological functions. On the one hand, even infants are able to discriminate changes in magnitudes of length in their visual field (de Hevia & Spelke, 2010), and young children are able to use perceptual strategies to compare objects in the same visual field in non-metric ways (e.g., “this object is longer than the one next to it”) (Haylock & Cockburn, 1989; Steffe & Hirstein, 1976).

On the other hand, however, if a task requires metric reasoning or indirect use of measures, such as to measure and manipulate linear units to generate a new length in the problem featured in Figure 2, the activity becomes difficult to organize with perceptual strategies and requires means to regulate unit understandings and operations to construct adequate solutions, such as using tools to function as measuring devices. Younger children may falter at this kind of task, and not know how to use tools to effectively organize their problem solving. As children grow older, they may construct more effective strategies for reasoning about length in metric ways, drawing in tools to function as measuring devices. Thus, a shift towards a higher psychological function of linear measurement activity can be observed when children cannot rely on their natural perceptual strategies and draw in tools to organize their problem solving.

5 I posit that the divide between natural and higher measurement understanding is analogous to psychologists’ findings of children’s concepts of number. Infants show abilities to nonverbally discriminate small numbers of items as individual items and large numbers of items as distinct sets without the aid of counting operations (e.g., Feigensen, Dehaenes, & Spelke, 2004; Xu & Spelke, 2000) and as children grow older, they learn number words that help build concrete numerical concepts (e.g., Fuson, 1988).
In this study, I extend Vygotsky’s approach in two ways. First, I argue that shifting conceptual understandings of the problem regulate the mediated problem solving activity. Implicit in Vygotsky’s approach to studying development is that changes in conceptual development are also occurring with age and may regulate mediated activity. For example, in the memory game, Vygotsky explicitly addresses age as a variable, but presumably he does not consider this a causal variable of the change in mediated activity. Rather, part of what regulated how different age groups used the color cards was the ability to identify different colors as well as understanding of the goals and relationships between components of the memory game. Thus, understandings of linear measurement could be analyzed by how children—who are at various stages in learning about how to measure length—differentially appropriate tools to function as measuring devices in problem solving activity.

Second, I introduce variations in tool types to study how children differentially appropriate different types of tools into their problem solving in linear measurement activity. Vygotsky did not explicitly explore how variations in tools would interact with children’s conceptual understandings and affect problem solving activity. Yet, different types of tools have different affordances and constraints that may present different challenges to children in problem-solving activity. Children’s shifting conceptual understandings would govern how they perceive the utility of different types of tools and may lead to different tools serving different kinds of functions in length measuring activity.

For example, reconsider again the number line example from Figure 2. One way to study the development of children’s linear measurement activity would be to analyze the varying interactions between children’s shifting understandings of linear units and their use of one tool, such as a paper strip. Another way to study the development of linear measurement activity would be to look at how children’s shifting understandings of linear units would interact with how they use more than one tool—such as a paper strip and a ruler—differentially to measure and perform operations with linear units. This latter approach would better reveal the different kinds of conceptual challenges children face in using linear units, because different tools will present different kinds of obstacles in solving the problem. The paper strip is flexible, but has no inherent numerical property, and the ruler is already an apparent measuring device, marked with units and numbers, but these markings would have to be coordinated with the unit and number relationships constructed on the object of measure.

Thus, building on Vygotsky’s developmental approach, this study focuses on the interplay between the shifts in tool use in measurement activity across age groups and children’s linear unit conceptualizations, and variations in tools are introduced to study how children appropriate different types of tools into measurement devices to mediate their linear measurement problem solving.

**Microgenesis in linear measurement activity.**

Mathematical problem solving takes form in microgenetic activity (Saxe, 2012). Generating a mathematically coherent solution is a process in which individuals construct problem-solving goals based on their conceptualization of the problem and coordinate their cognitive as well as available material and social resources to organize their approach to the problem (Saxe, 2012; Vygotsky, 1978). This study adapts this approach and treats linear measurement problem solving as a microgenetic process. To understand individuals’ linear unit understandings, their purposeful efforts at constructing mathematically coherent solutions are analyzed.
Using measurement tools to measure length is a microgenetic activity. In the process of determining an object’s length—or the filled space between two endpoints of an object (Piaget et al., 1960)—one has to quantify a target of measurement (e.g., the location for a number on the number line) and artifact that becomes a tool for measurement, and construct a correspondence between the target and tool such that the tool represents a measure of the target. This coordinated effort between the quantifying of the target and tool and constructing a correspondence between the two are bootstrapped; the activities do not take on meaning on their own or follow a particular sequence of production. Rather, these unitization activities take on meaning in an individual’s active efforts to represent one (e.g., the quantified target) as the other (e.g., the quantified tool) (Saxe, 2012; Werner & Kaplan, 1963). To illustrate, consider a more mature child’s microgenetic process of solving the number problem presented earlier using a paper strip as a measuring tool (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Example of child using a paper strip to locate 2 on the number line

In this number line problem, the child supports her measurement activity to locate a number on the number line by generating a correspondence between two quantification activities such that her tool represents a linear measure. To approach this problem, she treats the target—the number line—as a quantifiable object, and at the same time, she treats the tool—a paper strip—as quantifiable into units. In her efforts to position 2 adequately on the number line, she coordinates her quantification of the target and tool such that number line interval lengths correspond to lengths of the paper strip, and lengths of the paper strip correspond to interval lengths on the line. Through this process, she generates a numerical meaning for the paper strip such that it represents a linear unit on the number line (Figure 9).
In this study, I posit that two processes of quantification regulate one another when a child makes an effort to construct a metric solution to a linear measurement problem using tools, such as in the example above. These processes constrain and enable the construction of qualitatively different kinds of solutions in linear measurement activity. On the one hand, individuals unitize the target object being measured. The target itself can be conceptualized as being a length magnitude composed of a certain amount of linear units by splitting the target’s length into equal-sized units. For example, in the number line problem, the interval between 1/3 and 1 on the number line can be conceptualized as being composed of two linear units of 1/3, and the location of 2 can be conceptualized as being three linear units of 1/3 to the right of 1 on the line. On the other hand, individuals unitize the tool they are using to serve a measuring function. A linear measurement tool can also be conceptualized to be splittable into equal-sized linear units. For example, a paper strip can be folded once to represent two half-unit lengths, or iterated in one direction three counts to represent a length of three units. These two unitizing activities—on the target and on the tool—must be coordinated to produce a coherent metric solution to a measurement problem. Each linear unit conceptualized on the object, such as an interval length on the number line, must correspond with a linear unit conceptualized on the measurement tool, such as the length of a short paper strip. An interval length of 1/3 on the number line can be represented by half of the length of a paper strip, and reciprocally, half of the paper strip can represent a magnitude of 1/3 on the line.

These unitizing activities and how they regulate one another will vary for children who are transitioning in their linear unit understandings. Children will be challenged in their linear measurement activity by their conceptualizations of the problem, and the various material properties of physical tools whose affordances or constraints in representing lengths may or may not be apparent to children. For example, a child who does not appreciate that an established unit length should remain consistent in a measuring act would not be able to adequately unitize objects or tools or put to correspondence the units on an object to the appropriate units on a tool to represent the same length. Likewise, a child who does not take into consideration the tool’s material property may find difficulty in coordinating the two unitizing activities. For instance, if the paper strip from the above example problem is not folded or cut or iterated across the line, there would not be an adequate way to generate a metric representation for the length between 1 and 2 on the line. As children learn to recognize the need for equal-sized linear units in a count of measure and how to unitize an object by splitting lengths or iterating them across a targeted
span, they also learn to discern the material affordances and constraints of tools as they unitize on them.

**Research Questions.**

Two research questions guided the present study of the development of students’ measurement tool use.

First, what is the character of students’ tool-using approaches on number line measurement problems? In other words, how do students’ abilities to coordinate between their tool unitization and target (number line) unitization activities advance by grade, problem type, and tool type?

Second, how do students mediate the precision of their number line estimation activity using tools? Specifically, how are students’ precision of their target value estimates on number line problems influenced with the introduction of tools, and how does this activity interact with grade level, tool type, or problem type?

**Overview of the Dissertation**

In this dissertation, I present a mixed design interview study of second and fourth grade students and their measurement tool using activity on number line estimation problems. I examine the interplay between children’s linear unit understandings and their adaptation of different tools to support their measurement activity.

Chapter 2 presents the methods used in this dissertation. I describe the features of the research design and how I made use of both between-subjects and repeated measures comparisons, and the methods I used to conduct the semi-structured interviews. General analytic approaches are also presented here, but are presented in more detail with the results in the subsequent chapter.

Chapter 3 reports more in-depth analytic approaches and findings of students’ measurement tool using activity on number line problems. I first describe how I used the conceptual framework to develop an analysis of developmental shifts in students’ tool to target coordinations. Students’ tool-target coordination approaches were compared across tool using conditions, grade, and problem type. Then I describe the precision of students’ estimates and report findings on how tool using affected students’ linear estimates on different problem types.

Chapter 4 returns to my discussion of conceptualizing children’s developing linear unit understandings and tool using. I reflect on the results of the interview findings and utility of the conceptual framework, and how this approach may help illuminate children’s emergent linear unit understandings. I then discuss the limitations of the study design that may have obscured students’ actual transitional understandings. I consider future directions that may extend and enrich this work.
Chapter 2: Research Design and Methodology

This chapter describes the methods used in the current study. I describe the participants, how the interview study features were designed to reveal the development of students’ measurement tool using understandings in the context of number line estimation tasks, the procedures of how the study was conducted, and the general approach to analysis.

Participants

Participants were one hundred and six students in second grade (29 girls, 19 boys) and fourth grade (36 girls, 22 boys) from two public elementary schools in the San Francisco Bay Area. At the beginning of the fall 2016 term, 74 students were recruited from School A (35 second graders (22 girls, 13 boys); 39 fourth graders (23 girls, 16 boys)), and 32 students were recruited from School B (14 second graders (7 girls, 6 boys); 18 fourth graders (13 girls, 6 boys)). In School A, approximately 36.5% of the student body in the 2016-2017 school year was Asian, 3% African American, 2.9% Filipino, 13% Hispanic or Latino, 0.5% Pacific Islander, 27.9% White, 15.7% mixed, and 0.3% other, and in School B, approximately 7.3% of students were Asian, 10.7% Black or African American, 8.9% Hispanic or Latino, 60.4% White, 11.3% mixed, and 1.3% other. In School A, 6.3% of students were eligible for free or reduced-price meals, and in School B, about 8.4% of the students were eligible for free or reduced-price meals (Ed-Data, 2017). Only students who received parent permission were interviewed for the research study.

I selected students in second and fourth grade at the beginning of the school year for two reasons. First, Common Core State Standards for Mathematics Content (CCSSM), adopted widely across the country by 42 states, District of Columbia, and four US territories, recommends that students start to indirectly measure two objects using a third object in the first grade, and learn how to use standard measurement tools in the second grade (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010). Given the CCSSM’s recommendations, I expected that second grade students in the fall term would have had little formal instruction in the use of standard tools, and some formal instruction with non-standard tools. The study of second graders’ tool using strategies would thus allow for analyses of children’s incipient knowledge of measurement and the use of tools to support their measurement activity. In contrast, I expected that fourth grade students in the fall term would have had significantly more experience with using both standard and non-standard tools and be able to adapt some tools into their measuring activity. However, their tool-using strategies would illuminate the persisting challenges different kinds of tools may impose on students as they try to unitize them and measure different target lengths.

The second reason for selecting these two grade levels was that summer pilot interviews with children who had completed grades 1 through 5 by June 2016 revealed that those who completed second grade, but not those who completed first grade, were showing differentiated ways in using different types of tools in similar ways to what I had expected for older children, and those who completed fourth grade, but not those who completed third grade, were showing little to no variation in their use of tools during problem solving. In fact, students who had completed fourth and fifth grades were placing numbers adequately regardless of tool type or number line target values.
Participant recruitment process.

After the study protocol was approved by the university’s Internal Review Board in August 2016, I approached the school sites’ principals to obtain informal approval. Then I proceeded with the corresponding school districts’ formal approval process. Once authorized by the school districts, I obtained formal approval letters from principals and contacted the school’s second and fourth grade teachers. Students were recruited from classrooms whose teachers who were interested in the research study.

Parent permission forms and student assent forms were color-coded, one color for parents and another for students, and distributed by second grade and fourth grade teachers to their students during third week of September for School A and during the second week of October for School B. I collected completed forms the following week. Students who received parent permission and assented to the study were interviewed in the months of October and November in 2016.

Interview Study Design

Overview.

I used a mixed design to analyze students’ developing understanding of linear measurement. As shown in Figure 10, 106 students (48 second and 58 fourth graders) were randomly assigned to one of three tool types (ruler, short paper strip, and long paper strip). Within each treatment group, I engaged students with semi-structured interviews in which I first asked them to estimate the position of target values—whole numbers—on five line segments that had two whole numbers pre-labeled (given interval) without using any physical aids (tool absent condition). After placing their estimates, participants, depending upon condition assignment, were presented with a tool and again asked to estimate numerical positions on five similar line segments using the assigned tool (tool present condition). The linear measurement problems varied with respect to whether the given interval between the two pre-labeled whole numbers was a unit interval (a unit value of 1) or a multiunit interval (a unit value that was a whole number greater than 1). A target value’s distance from the given interval (measured interval) varied for multiunit interval problems in two ways: (1) at a whole multiple distance of the given interval length, or (2) at a fractional multiple distance of the given interval length. Thus, this study used a 2 (grade: second grade, fourth grade) × 3 (tool type: ruler, short paper strip, long paper strip) × 2 (tool presence: absent, present) × 2 (given interval: unit, multiunit) × 2 (measured interval: whole multiple, fractional multiple (for only multiunit interval problems)) design. The following subsections describe the study features in more detail.

Figure 10. Research design of interview study (WM = whole multiple, FM = fractional multiple)

Assignment of participants to study conditions.

Students in each grade were randomly assigned to one of three tool treatment groups (ruler, short paper strip (SPS), long paper strip (LPS)), balanced by gender and classroom.
Within each tool group, two problem sets were counterbalanced; half of each group received Set A for the tool absent condition, and Set B for the tool present condition, and the other half received the opposite for tool presence conditions. The order of problems within each problem set was randomized for each student using an online list randomizer (random.org).

To randomly assign students in each grade to the different treatment conditions, I first obtained each classroom’s roster of participating students and divided each into two lists of girl and boy groups alphabetized by last name. Within each group, students’ names were randomized using an online list randomizer (random.org). After appending each classroom’s boy lists into one combined classroom boy list and then girl lists into one combined classroom girl list, these two randomized lists of participants were each assigned a sub-treatment condition in this order: Ruler, problem set A for tool absent condition and problem set B for tool present condition (RAB); Ruler, problem set B for tool absent condition and problem set A for tool present condition (RBA); Short Paper Strip, problem set A for tool absent condition and problem set B for tool present condition (SAB); Short Paper Strip, problem set B for tool absent condition and problem set A for tool present condition (SBA); Long Paper Strip, problem set A for tool absent condition and problem set B for tool present condition (LAB); Long Paper Strip, problem set B for tool absent condition and problem set A for tool present condition (LBA).

**Materials.**

The following materials were used in the interviews (see Figure 11): Three types of tools (ruler, short paper strip, long paper strip), 13 individual number line problem worksheets, and three animal pointers (fox, rabbit, turtle).

![Interview materials: Problem sheets (top), tools (bottom left), animal pointers (bottom right)](image_url)
The ruler was a neon green plastic ruler with 12 inches (calibrated to 16th of an inch) marked on one edge and 30 centimeters (calibrated to millimeters) marked on the other edge. The inch side was covered with blue painter’s tape to prevent participants from using inch units. The short and long paper strips were cut from neon green 20-pound printer paper. The short strip’s dimensions were 1.9 cm by 4 cm (the length of the given interval on each problem), and the long strip’s dimensions were 1.9 cm by 30.9 cm (the full length of the ruler).

The number line problems included three orientation problems (printed on white paper), five tool absent problems (pastel green paper), and five tool present problems (pastel yellow paper). On each printed problem sheet, a whole number (target value) was printed in the upper left corner, and two tick marks, set 4 cm apart, were pre-labeled with whole numbers (given interval) and centered on a line segment 33 cm long. To fit the length of the line segment on problem sheets, the problems were printed on legal size paper (11 inches (27.94 cm) by 14 inches (35.56 cm)).

Each animal pointer had a monochrome picture of the animal taped onto one end of a toothpick and was between 75 mm and 80 mm tall.

**Tool types.**

I included three tool treatment groups to study variation in children’s uptake of particular standard and non-standard tools7 in their problem solving on number line problems. Tool absent and tool present conditions were included across standard and non-standard tool conditions to compare and contrast how students’ efforts to unitize tools affected the character of their measurement activity.

Rulers and paper strips have different affordances and constraints for being transformed into linear units. On the one hand, rulers are standard tools that are marked with enumerated units, but these numbered units may not readily align with numerical relationships constructed on number lines. The ruler was chosen to observe how children might support this coordination in measuring linear segments on the number line. On the other hand, paper strips are non-standard tools that are flexible and have no inherent numerical property. In other words, paper strips have to be further transformed into units (e.g., folded into a particular interval length) to measure linear segments on the number line. The two different paper strip lengths were chosen to observe whether a particular length would support measurement activity better by resembling a potential unit for iteration or by being much longer than the given interval and resembling the shape of a ruler. The short paper strip was designed to fit the provided interval in each given problem exactly. The long paper strip was designed to look like a non-calibrated ruler (same length as ruler), but needed to be first transformed into the length of the short paper strip to be used effectively in the given linear measurement problems.

---

6 This length of the given interval was to allow for sufficient variation in how students might approach the given interval type and measured interval type combinations within each problem set. This length allowed for a possible student solution in which the given interval could be iterated three counts to the right without running out of space on the sheet, a strategy that was common in my informal classroom and pilot study observations when the target value was three units or more than one of the given interval values.

7 Recall that non-standard tools have no inherent numerical properties and can be unitized to serve as measurement devices, such as a shoe being iterated and counted along an object to measure it. Standard tools are already unitized with units for the purpose of serving as measurement devices, such as rulers marked in inches or centimeter cubes.
**Number line problems: Given intervals and measured intervals.**

The goal of the number line problems was to elicit three types of actions that could support students’ unitization strategies. These actions consisted of splitting (subdividing linear distances), iterating (displacing a preserved linear distance), and counting (accumulating a final count of measure of a particular linear distance).

Structurally, the number line problems included a given interval of \((a, b)\) with target value \(c\) to be positioned at a measured interval \((b, c)\). A given interval referred to the linear distance between pre-labeled values \(a\) and \(b\), and a measured interval represented the linear distance between the given interval and target value \(c\) (i.e., distance between pre-labeled value \(b\) and target value \(c\)). Positioning target value \(c\) on a number line entailed using the given interval between \(a\) and \(b\) to produce a measured interval between \(b\) and \(c\). (see Figure 12).

![Figure 12. Structure of number line problem showing given interval of \((a, b)\), target value \(c\), and measured interval \((b, c)\)](image)

In the interviews, each number line problem was presented as a racecourse on which three animal figures were running. I chose this thematic context because this measurement context might better encourage students to think about linear distances between nonconsecutive numbers on number lines (Saxe et al., 2013). The two pre-labeled whole numbers for the given interval on the number line represented two of the animal figures’ positions in the race in miles, and the target value (also a whole number), printed in the upper left corner, represented the third animal’s position in the race. Students were tasked with measuring the target value location for an animal after being given two animals’ distances on the racecourse. For example, consider a problem where the turtle has run 3 miles, the rabbit has run 7 miles, and the fox—to be positioned by the child—will run 10 miles. Here, the given interval is the linear distance between 3 (the turtle) and 7 (the rabbit), which is 4 units (or miles), and the measured interval is the linear distance between 7 (the rabbit) and 10 (the fox), which is 3 units (or miles). Thus, an adequate solution is to position the fox 3 units to the right of the rabbit on the number line (Figure 13). However, the correct length for 3 units on this problem can only be derived from the given interval value and length. To measure 3 units, one would need to first generate the length of a linear unit (unit of 1) by splitting the given interval into 4 equal length segments. Then this measure could be displaced to the right three times end-to-end to position the fox on the racecourse.
Number line problems: Problem type.
I generated five different types of number line problems by varying the given interval and measured interval of number line problems. For example, to produce a measured interval on a number line problem adequately, problems varied in whether the given interval should be split into shorter segments before being iterated a number of counts to the target value’s position on the number line or the given interval could be iterated a number of counts to the target value’s position on the number line without any splitting actions to generate shorter segments. The possible combination of actions varied depending on what values were used for the problems.

I utilized two types of given intervals to encourage certain unitization actions on the number line problems: unit intervals and multiunit intervals. A unit interval consisted of two consecutive whole numbers (e.g., 7 and 8 or 5 and 6), and a multiunit interval consisted of two nonconsecutive whole numbers (e.g., 6 and 8 or 3 and 7). To position the target value on a unit interval problem adequately, children needed to iterate the given interval (a linear distance of 1) and accumulate a count of their linear measure. To position the target value on a multiunit interval problem adequately, children needed to split the given interval (a linear distance greater than 1) into shorter linear units and iterate and count a linear measure.

To systematically vary the unitization actions on number line problems with unit and multiunit given intervals, I made use of two types of measured intervals: whole multiple intervals and fractional multiple intervals. The relationship between given intervals and measured intervals could be expressed as \( n \times \text{given interval} = \text{measured interval} \). Here, a measured interval was considered a whole multiple interval if \( n \), the factor of the expression, was a whole number. If \( n \) was a fraction, then the measured interval was considered a fractional multiple interval. Since whole multiple intervals were whole multiples of the given interval length, the given interval could be iterated and counted to generate a measured interval on the number line. Splitting was not a necessary action for placing the target value. Fractional multiple intervals were fractional multiples of the given interval length, so a splitting action was necessary on the given interval (into quarters or halves) to generate shorter linear measures. Then those shorter units could be iterated and counted to produce a measured interval for the target value on the number line problem. Figure 14 shows the particular combinations that were used for this study, and each problem type is described below.
The Unit Interval Problem (problem type 1) had a target value to be placed at a whole multiple measured interval by a factor of 2. For this problem type, the given interval was one unit, and a target value was to be placed two units away \((2 \times 1 \text{ unit} = 2 \text{ units})\) from the given interval (e.g., Given \((5, 6)\) place 8 on the number line). A special feature of this problem type was that the given interval did not need to be split into shorter linear segments to generate other whole numbers on the number line. A numerically coherent solution preserved the given interval length with a tool, and iterated that preserved length towards the right two times without gaps to position the target value.

The Multiunit Interval Problem with Whole Multiple Measured Interval (problem type 2) was a multiunit interval problem of 2 units with a target value to be placed at whole multiple measured interval by a factor of 1. For this problem type, the target value was to be placed two units away \((1 \times 2 \text{ units} = 2 \text{ units})\), which also happened to be equivalent to the given interval length by a factor of 1 (i.e., whole multiple) (e.g., Given \((7, 9)\) place 11 on the number line). To produce an estimate, the given interval could be split into shorter linear units to generate other whole numbers on the number line. However, the splitting step was not absolutely necessary for solving the two-unit interval problems; since the given interval was 2 units and the measured interval was also 2 units, it was possible to simply measure the given interval and iterate that length to produce an estimate for the target value.

Two types of numerically coherent solutions were possible for this type of multiunit interval problem. One involved measuring the given interval length with the presented tool and splitting that measure on the tool into half to represent a unit interval. The halved linear measure could then be iterated two counts to the right. The other involved using the full measure of the given interval on the tool to represent 2 units, and iterating that preserved length once towards the right to position the target value.

To illustrate the possible unitization actions to produce an adequate solution, consider the following number line problem that had a two-unit interval \((3, 5)\) as the given interval and target value 7 (Figure 15a). The measured interval was 2 (linear distance between 5 and 7), which was a whole multiple of 2 (the given interval) by a factor of 1 \((1 \times 2 = 2)\). To position 7 on the number line, the given interval could be iterated one count to the right (Figure 15b) or the given interval could be split once to create two linear units of 1. Then that split linear measure could be iterated two counts to the right (Figure 15c). Both approaches involved iterating and counting actions, but a splitting action was necessary only for the latter approach, and not the former.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Given Interval</th>
<th>Measured Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unit interval (1 unit)</td>
<td>Whole multiple ((2 \times 1 \text{ unit} = 2 \text{ units}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Multiunit interval (2 units)</td>
<td>Whole multiple ((1 \times 2 \text{ units} = 2 \text{ units}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Multiunit interval (2 units)</td>
<td>Fractional multiple ((1.5 \times 2 \text{ units} = 3 \text{ units}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Multiunit interval (4 units)</td>
<td>Fractional multiple ((0.5 \times 4 \text{ units} = 2 \text{ units}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Multiunit interval (4 units)</td>
<td>Fractional multiple ((0.75 \times 4 \text{ units} = 3 \text{ units}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14. Five problem types designed for the study
Figure 15. Example of iterating, counting, and splitting actions to produce a whole multiple measured interval from the given interval (3, 5) and place 7 on the number line

The Multiunit Interval Problem with 1.5-Fractional Multiple Measured Interval (problem type 3) was a multiunit interval problem of 2 units with a target value to be placed at a fractional multiple measured interval by a factor of 1.5. For this problem type, the target value was to be placed 3 units away (1.5 × 2 units = 3 units) (see Figure 16a for an example problem). To produce an estimate for the target value’s position on the number line, the given interval (or an equivalent length) needed to be split into shorter linear units to generate other whole numbers on the number line. An example of a numerically coherent solution to this problem would be to split the given interval into quarters to generate a unit interval length, and then to iterate that unit length three times to the right to position the target value. For example, on a problem with given interval (6, 8) and target value 11, the given interval had to be split into half to create a unit of 1, so that the shorter unit could be iterated three counts to the right to place the target value of 11 (Figure 16b). For a problem with a multiunit given interval and a fractional multiple measured interval, all three unitization actions were needed. Unlike problem types 1 and 2, a splitting action was necessary for this type of problem (and problem types 4 and 5 outlined below).

Figure 16. Example of iterating, counting, and splitting actions to produce a fractional measured interval from the given interval (6, 8) and place 11 on the number line

The Multiunit Interval Problem with 0.5-Fractional Multiple Measured Interval (problem type 4) was a multiunit interval problem of 4 units with a target value to be placed at a fractional multiple measured interval by a factor of 0.5. For this problem type, the target value was to be placed 2 units away (0.5 × 4 units = 2 units) (e.g., Given (10, 14), place 16 on the number line). To produce an estimate for the target value, at least one splitting action was necessary: the given interval could be split into four unit interval lengths and iterated twice to the right, or the given interval could be split into two two-unit lengths and iterated once to the right.

The Multiunit Interval Problem with 0.75-fractional Multiple Measured Interval (problem type 5) was a multiunit interval problem of 4 units with a target value to be placed at a fractional multiple measured interval by a factor of 0.75. For this problem type, the target value was to be placed 3 units away (0.75 × 4 units = 3 units) (e.g., Given (5, 9), place 12 on the
number line). To produce an estimate for the target value, at least one splitting action was necessary. The given interval could be split into quarters to produce a linear unit which could be iterated three times to the right, or the given interval could be split into half to produce a two-unit length, which could be iterated once, and then split again into a unit interval, which would be iterated once more.

For the interviews, I created two sets of problems with each set comprising one problem for each problem type. In other words, each problem type had two forms that were structurally the same but used different values. Figure 17 below depicts these number line problems organized by problem type and problem set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Type</th>
<th>Set A</th>
<th>Set B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Unit given interval with whole multiple (2) measured interval</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Diagram 1" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Diagram 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Multiunit (2) given interval with whole multiple (1) measured interval</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Diagram 3" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Diagram 4" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Multiunit (2) given interval with fractional multiple (1.5) measured interval</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Diagram 5" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Diagram 6" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Multiunit (4) given interval with fractional multiple (0.5) measured interval</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Diagram 7" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Diagram 8" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: Multiunit (4) given interval with fractional multiple (0.75) measured interval</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Diagram 9" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Diagram 10" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17. Illustration of two problem sets designed for the interview study

**Interview Procedures**

Students were individually interviewed from each class in alphabetical order by last name during the school day in a quiet hallway or office at the school site. On average, the interviews took about 20 minutes for second grade participants and 15 minutes for fourth grade participants to complete. The video camera was positioned such that the recording would capture audio, the students’ worksheets, hand gestures, and tool use, but not any other identifying features, such as their faces. At the beginning of each interview, I introduced myself and the general purpose of
the study. Students were told that they could choose to stop the interview at any time. I then turned on the camera to begin the videotaped portion of the interview. Each problem was presented one at a time, and completed problems were turned over and placed away from the students’ view before the subsequent problem was presented. At the end of the interview, the students were thanked for their participation and the recording was stopped. Afterwards, students were invited to ask any questions they had about the interview and escorted back to their classrooms.

For each participant, the videotaped portion of the interview progressed through four phases in chronological order: number line orientation, tool absent condition, tool orientation, tool present condition. During the first phase, *Number Line Orientation*, students were familiarized with three number line tasks using materials that resembled those to be used in the subsequent phases of the interview. My goal was to determine whether students: (1) understood the task at hand (placing animals on a racecourse or numbers on the number line); (2) articulated that numbers increase in value from left to right on the number line; and (3) comprehended the interviewer’s questions and were able to explain their thinking to the interviewer (me). The first task was a blank number line presented to students as a racecourse onto which they were asked to place three animals (a turtle, a rabbit, and a fox), such that the turtle ran the least, the fox ran the most, and the rabbit ran more than the turtle but less than the fox. The second and third tasks had two numbers pre-labeled, and students were asked to place the third number on the line and explain their solution. Afterwards, they were asked follow up questions about the order of numbers on the line (e.g., “Can 5 go here (to the left of 2)? Why or why not?”).

During the second phase, *Tool Absent Condition*, students solved a set of five number line problems from set A or set B depending on condition assignment, without the use of any physical aids. I recorded and observed the precision of participants’ measures. Participants were asked to sit on their hands so that they could only use their eyes to estimate positions of target values. For each problem, I presented the racecourse story while placing two animals on the pre-labeled interval values on the number line, and then moved the third animal pointer from left to right across the line until students said “stop!” for their target value estimation. At this point, I stopped the animal pointer and marked its location with a pen on the line.

In the third phase, *Tool Orientation*, students were familiarized with their assigned tool. The purpose of this phase was to illuminate whether students had any challenges in transforming the tool to represent different lengths. To this end, students were asked specific unitization questions about their assigned tool during the third phase of the interview. For the ruler condition, participants were asked to identify a length of 4 centimeters. Then they were asked if it was possible to identify that length elsewhere on the ruler. The same questions were asked for the length of 2 centimeters. For the short paper strip and long paper strip conditions, participants were asked to fold the strip to show two pieces of the same size. Subsequently, participants were asked to fold the strip to show four pieces of the same size.

In the final phase of the interview, *Tool Present Condition*, students solved a set of five number line problems (different set from the tool absent condition) and were asked to use their assigned tool to help measure and position the animal at a target distance on the racecourse. The purpose of this phase was to illuminate students’ unitizing strategies on their measurement tools and the target number lines, and how they coordinated between tool and target to produce linear estimates. The racecourse context was used again. I placed two animals on the given interval and asked them to place the third animal at the target value’s location. After participants indicated the
location of the animal for a problem, I marked the location with a pen and then asked participants how they used the tool to support their solution. If participants did not use the tool to support their estimation activity even after being asked at least twice, I followed up with questions such as, “Is it possible to use [the tool] on this number line? Why? Why not?” Figure 18 provides an illustration of the interview protocol for the tool absent and tool present conditions (See Appendix A for the full interview protocol).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool Absent Condition</th>
<th>Tool Present Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interviewer:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Interviewer:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The turtle has run 3 miles, and the rabbit has run 7 miles.</td>
<td>The turtle has run 5 miles, and the fox has run 9 miles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How far is the fox going to run?</td>
<td>How far is the rabbit going to run?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student:</td>
<td>Student:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 miles.</td>
<td>12 miles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewer:</td>
<td>Interviewer:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m going to move the fox along the racecourse. Say “Stop!” when the fox is at 10 miles.</td>
<td>Can you use this ruler to help you measure and place the rabbit exactly at 12 miles on the racecourse?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewer (after student says “stop”):</td>
<td>Interviewer (after student marks estimate):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How did you know that the fox would be right here? (point at estimate)</td>
<td>How did you use the ruler to help you measure where the rabbit would be?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 18.** Illustration of interview protocol for tool absent and tool present conditions of one problem type for a participant

**Data storage procedures.**

At the end of each interview day, the interview video files were compressed into smaller files and transferred to an encrypted hard drive in a locked office. Students’ worksheets were filed in a locked office separate from the location of the encrypted drive with their video data. All files (videos and worksheets) were labeled with corresponding participant IDs, and the participant ID key was stored in a locked office separate from the location of the encrypted drive and worksheets.

**General data analysis procedures.**

Out of the data corpus of 106 interviews, I analyzed 75 students’ tool using approaches in linear measurement activity using two data sources: the video recordings of tool present conditions, and the students’ linear estimates on their problem worksheets. Using a random number generator function in Microsoft Excel, I randomly selected 36 students in second grade, and 39 students in fourth grade from the tool treatment groups. The students included in the analyses were ones that demonstrated understanding that numbers increased in value from left to right on the number line in the number line orientation phase of the interview. Additionally, all of the 75 students were able to unitize their assigned tool (e.g., identify 4cm on the ruler, fold a
paper strip into half) in the tool orientation phase of the interview. Table 1 displays the distribution of students in each condition for the 75 students.

Table 1
Number of Students Whose Tool Using Approaches Were Analyzed (by Grade and Tool Type)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ruler</th>
<th>Short Paper Strip</th>
<th>Long Paper Strip</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Second Grade</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Grade</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a first step to analyze students’ tool using approaches, I developed a Tool-Target coordination coding scheme (presented in Chapter 3) and coded video records of students’ problem solving. The aim of this analysis was to examine and document whether there were qualitatively different ways in which students unitized tools and targets and coordinated between the two, and to see if students’ approaches differed by grade, tool condition or problem type. I used the video coding software Studiocode™ and identified instances of iterating, splitting, and counting actions students displayed on their tools and on the number line problems they solved. These instances were then labeled to identify if the actions were appropriate to achieve an adequate solution to the given problem. Using the conceptual framework, I categorized different coordinations of actions into three levels of student coordinations between tool unitization efforts and target (number line) unitization efforts. These codes were applied to each problem solution (in the tool present condition), and recorded in a Microsoft Excel database for each participant. To analyze students’ precision of linear estimates, I used a ruler to measure the linear distance between a student’s estimate and the given interval for all tool absent and tool present problems. These were recorded in the Microsoft Excel database. I compared students’ estimates to the ideal linear distances to calculate precision scores for tool absent and tool present conditions. This process is presented in more detail in Chapter 3 with the corresponding analysis. The focus of this analysis was to understand if and how students’ precision of estimates shifted as a result of the introduction of a tool (i.e., changes in precision from the tool absent to tool present conditions). These measures were compared and contrasted between grades and tool treatment groups across problem types.
Chapter 3: The Development of Measurement Tool Use on Linear Estimation Problems

Introduction to the Analysis

The measurement framework presented in chapter 1 indicates that students’ abilities to produce linear measurements should vary as both a function of type of tool used and the properties of the problems they solve; further, the affordances of the tools should vary over children’s development. Accordingly, I presented students with tasks in which I systematically varied features of problems and features of tools.

For problems, recall that I presented number lines that varied in two principal ways: I varied the given interval size (the distance, in number line units, between the two pre-labeled values) and I varied the to be measured interval size (the distance, in number line units, of the target value from the rightmost endpoint of the given interval). The variation in the given interval on a problem was either a unit interval (a linear unit of 1) or a multiunit interval (a linear unit greater than 1: either 2 units or 4 units). The variation in the to be measured intervals was either whole multiples of the given interval size (the same size or twice the size) or fractional multiples of the given interval size (0.5, 0.75 or 1.5 times the size) (Figure 19). I included these variations in order to motivate different unitization actions (e.g., iterating, splitting). For instance, a unit interval like (7, 8) could be iterated across the number line to measure a whole multiple measured interval (2 times one unit) and place 10 on the line (Figure 20). In contrast, a multiunit interval like (6, 8) would need to be split into two linear units in order to measure a fractional multiple measured interval (1.5 times 2 units or a total of 3 units) and produce an estimate for 11 on the number line (Figure 16).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Interval Problem with Whole Multiple Measured Interval</th>
<th>Multiunit Interval Problem with Whole Multiple Measured Interval</th>
<th>Multiunit Interval Problems with Fractional Multiple Measured Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 multiple (Problem 1)</td>
<td>1 multiple (Problem 2)</td>
<td>1.5 multiple (Problem 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given (7, 8) place 10;</td>
<td>Given (3, 5) place 7;</td>
<td>0.5 multiple (Problem 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given (5, 6) place 8</td>
<td>Given (7, 9) place 11;</td>
<td>0.75 multiple (Problem 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19. Problem types and their features

For tools, I presented three types—a ruler, a short paper strip, or a long paper strip—that differed in their material properties by either being flexible with no pre-labeled units (long paper strip and short paper strip) or being rigid and having pre-labeled units (ruler). Like problem

![Figure 20](image_url)
features, tool features were varied to afford different kinds of unitization actions. For example, a long paper strip could be aligned with a given interval and folded to represent the length of that interval on the number line. A short paper strip could be fitted into a given interval without any initial folding or folded in half to represent a shorter length and iterated across the line to generate other numbers on the number line. The ruler could be used to measure the length of the given interval in centimeters, and that measure could be reproduced, split, or marked elsewhere on the number line using the enumerated tick marks on the ruler.

**General expectations about students’ use of tools by problem type and grade level.**

At second grade (earlier in development), I expected students to struggle in producing numerical estimates on targeted number line problems due to difficulties in co-quantifying targets (number lines) and tools (paper strips, ruler) with the use of a consistent unit, which would not support or perhaps hinder the precision of estimates. Tool-target coordinations would be more tractable with problems that allowed for fewer splitting or iterating actions, such as the unit interval problem (two iterations of given interval, Figure 20) and the multiunit interval problem with whole multiple measured interval (one iteration of given interval if given interval is not split to generate linear unit), leading to better precision of estimates. In contrast, tool-target coordinations would be more challenging for problems that presented a multiunit interval with a fractional multiple measured interval, such as the multiunit interval problem with a 1.5-fractional multiple measured interval (splitting of given interval and three iterations of new unit, Figure 16), possibly leading to no improvement or even a decrease in precision as compared to when solving problems without tools. Different tools would also vary in their affordances for unitizing as a function of problem type. For example, compared to a long paper strip that has to be folded first to measure a given interval, second grade students may more readily fit the short paper strip into the given interval on the number line, and then iterate this as the unit length across the number line to position a target value. This would be an adequate solution for positioning other whole numbers on a number line with a given interval of (7, 8). However, this approach—treating their short paper strip length as representing a linear unit on the target—would not be an adequate solution for a problem that has a multiunit interval such as (6, 8) as the given interval, leading to an overestimation for the location of the target value.

At fourth grade (later in development), I expected students to produce numerical estimates on targeted number line problems by co-quantifying targets and tools with the use of a consistent unit, leading to better precision in linear estimates with the use of tools. Similar but to a lesser degree compared to second grade students, I still anticipated that fourth grade students’ tool-target coordinations would be more successful (and lead to better precision) on number line problems with unit intervals or whole multiple measured intervals as contrasted to multiunit interval problems with fractional multiple measured intervals, and that different tools would vary in their affordances for unitizing as a function of problem type. For example, I expected that the majority of fourth graders would be able to co-quantify units on tools and targets with the use of any tool on unit interval problems or multiunit interval problems with whole multiple measured intervals without much difficulty. However, coordinating numerical units on the ruler with numerical units on the number line might be more challenging for multiunit interval problems with fractional measured intervals. Students would need to produce more complex conceptual coordinations when using a ruler because of the two numerical scales they have to keep track of during their measuring activity. For instance, if a given interval of 2 linear units (e.g., (6, 8)) on the number line is 4cm long on the ruler, then a linear unit is equivalent to 2cm, and thus, a
measured interval that is 3 linear units long would be 6cm long (i.e., 11 is positioned 3 linear units greater than given interval (6, 8)) (Figure 21).

![Diagram](image)

Figure 21. Coordinating ruler units with number line units on multiunit interval problem with 1.5-fractional multiple measured interval

Thus, I expected to find developmental levels in tool-target coordinations to vary by students’ abilities to unitize tools and targets and their coordination between the two in measuring activity. These levels were conceptualized into a coding scheme, which is introduced in the following section along with observations of students’ coordination levels.

**Analysis of Students’ Tool-Target Coordination Levels: A Focus on Unitizing**

Recall from the conceptual framework presented in Chapter 1 that students must generate tool-target coordinations via co-quantification of units to adequately estimate the position of numbers on the presented number lines. In this section, I describe how I utilized the framework to examine students’ tool-target coordination levels in coordinating between unitization of tools and unitization of targets in measurement activities. Here, I introduce my ordinal coding scheme and present observations of students’ levels that illustrate different unitizing coordinations between tools and targets. As I argued earlier, a focus on coordinated unitizing activities is central to the conceptual development of measuring: a linear measurement tool can serve as a useful measure for a target only when individuals conceptualize a correspondence between a unit on a tool and a unit on the target—that is, the individual implicitly quantifies tool and target with corresponding units.

To characterize students’ tool-target coordination levels into conceptually different categories, I identified each problem-solving observation as a display of one of three different levels. The three-level tool-target coordination coding scheme is presented in Figure 22. The coordination levels were ordered in sophistication of unit coordination between tool and target object. At the lowest level (Level 1), students did not coordinate units on the target number line with units on the presented tool to produce estimates, at the middle level (Level 2), students partially coordinated units on the target number line and their tool, and at the highest level (Level 3), students adequately unitized and coordinated the target number line and their assigned tool to produce numerically coherent estimates. Though students’ coordination levels varied somewhat
by tool type and problem type, their coordination levels for each problem were still consistently categorized into these three levels with high reliability.\(^8\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION OF COORDINATION</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Target and tool are each unitized, with units on the tool corresponding to units on the target.</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Example Image 1" /> Given 10 and 14 marked on the number line, student places his estimate for 16 on the number line. He measures the given interval as 4cm long, correctly stating that 1cm on the ruler is equivalent to 1 unit on the number line. He measures 2cm to the right of 14 to place his estimate correctly on the number line (since 16 is 2 more units than 14).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Tool is unitized, and target may or may not be unitized. Units on the tool are not always coordinated to units on the target. On the number line, the given interval is left unmeasured or not explicitly stated as the source of target unitization; the estimate is produced using units afforded by the tool, not coordinated with a unitization of the given interval on the number line.</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Example Image 2" /> Student unitizes a given interval of 6 to 8 as being 2 units long as he fits his ruler to measure 4cm for the interval. Then he states he will measure 3 more units from 8 to place 11, but uses 4cm for each linear unit instead of 2cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Tool is rejected, or the tool is not used to produce an estimate on the target, or the estimate is produced from displacing the tool on the target like a counter, but not through coordinating between tool units and target units.</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Example Image 3" /> Short paper strip is moved along the number line, but with inconsistently sized displacements for each linear unit on the number line.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^8\) An overall percent agreement of 94.72% was established by three coders (myself and two undergraduate assistants) for 24 videos (8 videos were randomly chosen from each tool condition, balanced by grade and gender), which was 32% of the coded video data corpus.
Long paper strip is just placed at the bottom of the problem sheet and with no attempt to use it to produce a measure of the target. Student uses her index finger to hop on the number line as she counts up to her target.

Figure 22. Tool-target coordination coding scheme

At Level 1, students did not coordinate tool units with target units to produce a linear measure; the tool and target were not co-quantified to corresponding units. Level 1 coordination occurred in all three tool conditions and problem types in two distinct ways.

First, some students did not attempt to use the assigned tool in any way to produce a linear measure of the target. For example, students placed the tool nearby the number line, but did not use it to physically or verbally coordinate with linear units. Instead, students used their fingers to hop and count numbers directly on the number line or eyeballed a location to position their target value for the problem (Figure 23). Their explanations included statements such as, “I just counted and found my answer.” At this level of performance, some students also stated that they could not use the provided tool to solve the problem because they did not know how to use it.

Second, some students used the tool on the number line to produce an estimate, but the tool only supported counting activity, not an activity that made use of a consistent linear unit; tool units were not coordinated to target units to represent linear measures. In the case of paper strip conditions, the estimate was produced from inconsistently-sized displacements of the tool as the student counted numbers, resulting in linear units of different lengths (i.e., unequal distances between consecutive numbers). For example, students fitted a short paper strip in the given interval between 6 and 8 on the number line, and moved it three times with inconsistent displacements to the right as they counted up three consecutive numbers from the given interval to position 11 on the line (Figure 24). For ruler conditions, students arbitrarily placed the ruler
underneath the number line (sometimes aligned to the left edge of the number line) and using their finger to keep track, counted each numbered centimeter mark from 1 to the target value (Figure 25). In this type of Level 1 coordination, students used the tool to track their count of a number sequence on the number line instead of representing and preserving a co-quantified and consistent linear measure in coordination with the number line.

![Figure 24. Level 1 example: Student used a short paper strip to support counting activity on the number line](image)

![Figure 25. Level 1 example: Student placed the ruler on the problem sheet, but focused only on counting the centimeter marks on the ruler to provide an estimate on the number line](image)

At Level 2, students only partially coordinated their construction of tool and target units in two distinct ways.

First, in some cases, the given interval was left unmeasured (not visibly unitized at all); students appeared to produce estimates using units afforded by the tool without respecting units constructed on the target by the given interval. For instance, without measuring the given interval or acknowledging the interval values, a student arbitrarily decided that the length of the short paper strip represented 1 linear unit and iterated the paper strip to estimate the position of the target value. This meant that though students were constructing units on the target number line using their assigned tool, their unitization of the tool was uncoordinated with linear units of the target. As a result, students’ solutions were generally incorrect. When students used this method to produce estimates, short paper strips were always assumed to be the length of a unit of 1, and 1cm was most often assumed to be the length of a unit for rulers (see Figure 26 and Figure 27). For long paper strips, students most often placed their finger on the paper strip about a finger pinch away from the left edge, and assumed that length as a unit. For example, on a number line with 4 and 6 marked for the given interval, a student first arbitrarily decided that their short paper strip represented a linear measure of 1 without measuring the given interval. Then, starting from 6 on the number line (outside of the given interval), they used the short paper strip to position 7, 8, and then 9—the target value—three iterations to the right of 6 on the number line. This solution was incorrect, since the paper strip was actually equivalent to the length of 2 linear units on this number line problem.
Students who unitized their tool without respect to units on the target and assumed an ad hoc unit for their tool did happen to produce a correct estimate for the location of a target number in two cases, one for the unit interval problem (problem 1) in the short paper strip condition and the other for the four-unit interval problems (problem 4 and problem 5) in the ruler condition. When students assumed a short paper strip represented 1 linear unit on a unit interval problem (e.g., 7 and 8 marked on the line) without measuring the given interval, students’ estimates were still correct, because the length of the short paper strip was actually equivalent to the given interval. When students assumed 1cm on the ruler represented 1 linear unit on a four-unit interval problem (e.g., 10 and 14 marked on the line) without measuring the given interval, students also happened to be correct in their estimates because 1cm did equal the length of a unit on the number line. However, students’ coordination levels in these two cases were still coded as Level 2 if they did not visibly measure the given intervals and they used level 2 coordinations consistently on other problems.

Second, in other cases of level 2 coordinations, students displayed difficulty in coordinating scales of the tool and target units as the same size. Students unitized both the tool and the target, but the size of the linear unit constructed on the tool differed from the size of the linear unit constructed on the target, leading to incorrect estimates for target values. For example, some students stated that the given interval between 6 and 8 on the number line was 2 linear units, and fit the ruler on the target to measure the given interval as 4cm long. Then they proceeded to explain that 11 should be measured 3 linear units to the right of 8 on the number line (which was correct). However, instead of corresponding 4cm on the ruler to 2 linear units on the number line, they treated 4cm to represent 1 linear unit on the number line, and iterated 4cm three times to the right of the given interval. This resulted in the estimate of 11 being placed 12cm—instead of 6cm—to the right of 8 on the number line (Figure 28). This type of level 2 coordination in paper strip conditions were similar in principle; students unitized the given interval and fit their paper strips within it, but then represented a differently-sized unit on their tool to measure their estimate for the target values.
At Level 3, target and tool were each unitized with units on the tool corresponding to units on the target; students consistently generated, represented, and preserved linear measures on the target number line using the provided tool, achieving more adequate coordinations than those produced at levels 1 and 2. For example, some students measured the given interval between 10 and 14 on the number line as being 4cm long on their ruler, and then stated that one linear unit on the number line was 1cm long; the initial challenge of measuring the given interval with the tool was resolved. Then they continued to represent one linear unit as 1cm on their ruler to unitize the rest of the number line and positioned the target value of 16 two centimeters to the right of 14 on the number line (since 16 was two 1cm-long linear units greater than 14) (Figure 29); the tool and target were unitized on the same scale throughout the measuring activity. Another example for the same problem was students who first folded the edge of their long paper strip to fit the length of the given interval. Then they tore off the folded edge, and folded the smaller piece into fourths to represent 4 linear units. This accordion-like piece was then placed to the right of the given interval, and students pointed to the second fold (the halfway mark of the paper strip) for their estimate for the target value (Figure 30). Students who used this approach also continued to consistently coordinate a linear unit on the target number line with a unit on their tool on the same scale. Students who used a level 3 coordination with the short paper strip on this problem also represented a linear unit on a quarter of their paper strips.
Classifying my observations into these three coordination levels helped demonstrate the distinct unitizing challenges students encountered when adapting tools into their measuring activity. Students in both grades displayed all levels in all tool conditions, suggesting that both younger and older children experienced similar tool-target coordination challenges. However, I noted that some levels were more prominent than others for particular grades and tool conditions, and that for many students, the levels that they manifested varied with problem type. To understand students’ developing tool-using behavior as a function of tool condition and problem types, I analyzed systematically students’ level of tool-target coordinations as an interaction between tool type and problem type for both second and fourth graders, and I present these analyses in the next section.

Analysis of Unitizing in Tool-target Coordinations: A Focus on Development

In this section, I describe the analyses of students’ levels in coordinating between unitization of tools and unitization of targets in measurement activities. The goal of these analyses is to better illuminate when and how particular tools or problem features interacted with students’ efforts to generate linear estimates with the use of tools. The considerations presented in Chapter 1 led me to expect that individuals’ abilities to create tool-target unitizing coordinations are dependent upon the material properties of the tool on the one hand (e.g., can the tool be folded into half?), and the properties of the target on the other (e.g., can the marked interval on the number line be split into half to generate another whole number?), and that students’ coordination levels would vary by age. To evaluate the merit of these expectations, I analyzed students’ tool-target coordination levels as a function of tool conditions, problem types, and grade levels. My analyses focus on the affordances that particular tools offer students and the way these affordances may vary by problem types and grade levels. More specifically, I analyzed whether particular tools and problem types led students to support more sophisticated tool-target coordinations and the challenges that particular tools and problem types posed for students’ tool-target coordinations.

To study whether there were developmental shifts in how children used tools in their problem solving activity, I built upon frameworks articulated by Vygotsky (1978, 1986) on the development of tool use and Saxe (2012) on the microgenesis of tool using activity. The frameworks informed my study design and analyses of my results.

Following Vygotsky, I expected the presented tool’s function to vary over students’ development. Early in development (e.g., most second graders and perhaps some fourth graders), students should not adapt tools to serve measurement functions (and perhaps even interfere with perceptual approaches to estimating linear distance). Later in development (e.g., some second graders and some fourth graders), students should adapt tools in overt activity to begin to serve measurement functions as students begin to use a tool to organize linear estimates in measuring activities. Still later in development (e.g., most fourth graders), students’ tool using activity may become fluid and even used in mental acts of measurement.

Following Saxe (2012), I expected to find, complementing Vygotsky’s treatment of tool using, students to vary in their microgenetic quantifications in their tool-target coordinations, though these coordinations would vary with the affordances of tools and problems. For students early in their development, I expected students to be unable to coordinate between tool units and target units, and thus presented tools would often not be used to serve measurement functions in students’ task performances, with variations expected by problem type and tool type. For
intermediate students, I expected students to partially coordinate between tool units and target units; in other words, students should begin to use tools to serve a functional value in their measurement activity on a broader range of problems, and at least partially quantify the tool or target in tool-target coordination efforts. For the most advanced students, I expected students to no longer experience any difficulty in coordinating between tool units and target units, and that this coordination would be consistent across problems and tool types.

**Distribution of tool-target coordination levels across conditions.**

In the first step of my analysis of students’ coordination levels, I examined broad patterns in how coordination levels were distributed across conditions. In other words, how did students’ tool-target coordinations vary for each grade, tool type, and problem type? The approach entailed examining which level of tool-target coordination older students used more (or less) compared to younger students, and whether this pattern was the same or different between tool groups and problem types. For instance, I wondered, did a particular tool afford higher level coordinations compared to other tools? Or did certain problem features elicit higher level coordinations than others? Was this different for fourth graders versus second graders? Figure 31 displays bar charts that represent the percent distribution of students’ coordination levels for each problem type as a function of their grade and tool condition.
Figure 31. Percent of students' tool-target coordination levels by grade, tool type, and problem type.
To determine whether grade level, tool condition, and/or problem type influenced the levels students displayed, I conducted a three-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with students’ coordination levels (a score of 1, 2, or 3) on each problem as the dependent variable: 2 (grade: second, fourth) × 3 (tool type: ruler, short paper strip, long paper strip) × 5 (problem type, repeated). The ANOVA revealed a significant difference in tool-target coordination levels based on tool type (F(2, 69) = 4.51, p < 0.05) and grade level (F(1, 69) = 27.63, p < 0.01). There was no problem effect within groups (p=0.082), and there was no interaction effect between tool types and grade levels on tool-target coordination levels (p=0.833). Figure 32 displays means of tool target coordination levels by grade and tool type. At fourth grade, means for each tool type were above level 2 (Ruler: 2.43, Short paper strip: 2.50, Long paper strip: 2.08), and at second grade, means for each tool condition were below level 2 (Ruler: 1.85, Short paper strip: 1.75, Long paper strip: 1.33). Scheffe’s post hoc tests on tool conditions revealed that there was a significant difference in means between the long paper strip condition and ruler condition (Scheffe p = 0.030), and a significant difference between the long paper strip condition and the short paper strip condition (Scheffe p = 0.027). Means for the ruler condition and short paper strip condition were higher than the long paper strip condition.

I now consider more carefully the frequency distributions contained in Figure 31 in order to gain an understanding of the patterns of tool-target level shifts that were the source of grade level and tool type effects. Figure 31 reveals that second graders primarily used level 1 and level 2 tool-target coordinations with level 2 being the mode for two out of the three tool types (ruler and short paper strip). In contrast, fourth graders primarily used level 3 coordinations as their modal level across the tool types. The exception to students’ modal level patterns was the long paper strip condition. At second grade, the modal level for the long paper strip condition was level 1, not level 2. At fourth grade, though the modal level for three out of five problem types was level 3, many students used level 1 coordinations in the long paper strip condition and rarely used level 1 coordinations in the other tool conditions.

At second grade, the mode of coordination levels for each problem was level 2 for ruler and short paper strip conditions while the mode of coordination levels for each problem was level 1 for the long paper strip condition. Fifty percent or more of the second grade students in the ruler and short paper strip conditions used a level 2 coordination for every problem type. In the long paper strip condition, however, a much larger majority (a range of 66.7% to 83.3%) of

---

Two assumptions were violated in conducting this ANOVA: My dependent variable (coordination level) was an ordinal measure and not a continuous one, and my sample did not display a normal distribution. However, ANOVAs are still robust with respect to the violations of these assumptions, which is why this method was used.
second graders used a level 1 coordination compared to a much smaller percentage of students who used a level 2 coordination (a range of 8.3% to 16.7%) for every problem type. Second graders were frequently able to partially coordinate between tool units and target units for the ruler and short paper strip conditions across problems, but experienced more difficulty in adapting long paper strips into their measurement activity.

At fourth grade, though the overall mode for each tool group was level 3, there were still problems for which the mode was not level 3 in each tool condition, and the next most frequently used tool-target coordination level was not always level 2. For the ruler and short paper conditions, the mode was level 2, not level 3, for the two-unit (multiunit) interval problem with 1.5-fractional multiple measured interval (problem 3), and for the four-unit interval problem with 0.75-fractional multiple measured interval (problem 5). While 46.2% ruler using students and 64.3% short paper strip using students used a level 2 tool-target coordination on problem 3, only 38.5% of ruler using students and 35.7% of short paper strip using students used a level 3 coordination. For the long paper strip condition, the modal level for problem 5 was level 2, and the modal level for the four-unit interval problem with 0.5-fractional multiple measured interval (problem 4) was level 1, which was the second most frequently used coordination level for the rest of the problem types (the frequency was the same for level 1 and level 2 for the two-unit interval problem with whole multiple measured interval (problem 2)). Like second graders, fourth graders also had more difficulty adapting the long paper strip into their measurement activity compared to the two other tools as evidenced by the three different modes of coordination levels across the problem types. Additionally, problem 3 challenged fourth grade students’ coordination efforts more than other problem types for the ruler and short paper strip conditions, while problem 4 and problem 5 challenged coordination efforts of fourth graders the most in the long paper strip condition.

The ANOVA and frequency distribution findings show that with age, students coordinated tool units and target units better across conditions; fourth graders were better able to adapt tools to serve as measuring tools in their measurement activity compared to second graders by coordinating their tool units with target units. However, fourth graders still continued to have problems with tool-target coordinations, as evidenced by the presence of level 1 and level 2 coordinations across tool conditions, and coordination level modes that were not always level 3 for every problem. Additionally, long paper strips were less accessible for students in both grades to use effectively as measurement tools to support their problem solving compared to rulers and short paper strips.

**Interrelationships between tool-target coordination levels by problem types.**

To better understand to what extent students’ tool-target coordinations developed in concert across problems within each of the three tool conditions, I generated a correlation matrix of coordination levels between problems for tool conditions using Spearman’s rho ($r_s$) (Figure 33). There were significantly positive correlations in coordination levels between problems for all tool conditions ($\alpha=0.05$) except for between problem 1 (P1: unit given interval with whole multiple measured interval) and problem 3 (P3: multiunit given interval with 1.5-fractional multiple measured interval) in the ruler condition. With the exception of this one non-significant correlation, a student’s coordination level on one problem was generally similar to their coordination level on another problem, regardless of grade level or tool condition. More than half of the inter-problem relationships in the ruler condition were moderate correlations ($0.39 < r_s < 0.60$), while the rest were stronger. In contrast, all of the short paper strip correlations were
strong ($0.59 < r_s < 0.80$) or very strong ($0.79 < r_s$), and this was the same for the long paper strip students with the exception of one moderate relationship.

![Figure 33](image-url)

Figure 33. Correlations of tool-target coordination levels between problems by tool type

Students’ tool-target coordination performance on the multiunit interval problem with 1.5-fractional multiple measured interval (problem 3) was less consistent with their performance on other problems in the ruler condition, especially with the unit interval problem (problem 1). Recall that unitization coordinations differed between problem 1 and problem 3, and the ruler may have posed additional challenges. For problem 3, students needed to use their tool and split a two-unit given interval into half to generate a linear unit and measure three units to place the target value (e.g., Given (6, 8) place 11). With the ruler, this involved measuring the given interval as 4cm long, and recognizing that since 2 linear units corresponded to a length of 4cm, 1 linear unit corresponded to a length of 2cm. This relationship could then be used to measure 3 more linear units as 6cm to place the target value. In contrast, for problem 1, the given interval was already a linear unit, so no splitting actions were necessary for students to measure 2 more units for the target value (e.g., Given (5, 6) place 8). Only one tool-target relationship needed to be kept consistent between the ruler and number line, that one linear unit corresponded to 4cm, which could be used to coordinate a measure of 2 units as 8cm to place the target value. To better understand the nonsignificant correlation between problem 1 and problem 3 for ruler condition students, I created a contingency table to analyze the crosstabulation of coordination levels for the ruler condition (Figure 34). Out of 25 students in the ruler condition, six students performed at higher coordination levels on problem 1 than problem 3 while two students performed at higher coordination levels on problem 3 than problem 1. Thus, coordinating tool-target relations on problem 3 using the ruler was more challenging for more students than coordinating tool-target relations on problem 1 using the ruler.
The presence of more moderate correlations between problems in the ruler condition suggests that relatively more students vacillated in their coordination levels when using the ruler but not the paper strips. One possible source of this vacillation was that it was not uncommon for an individual student to mix two different methods for measuring a linear unit with their ruler on some, but not all of the problems. Even when students initially generated a correct tool to target unit coordination on their ruler (e.g., measuring a two-unit interval as 4cm, and splitting it in half to generate 1 linear unit as 2cm), sometimes they switched to an incorrect tool-target relationship afterwards to estimate the target value. Instead of using the zero-point (0cm) of the ruler as the beginning of their iterated measure, they started with the left edge of the ruler. The zero-point of the ruler was off-set from the left edge of the ruler by 3mm, so this method reflected an inconsistent coordination of a linear measure during problem solving activity (Figure 35). Students who used a paper strip to estimate linear measures did not use this type of mixed approach.

Another source of the ruler using students’ relatively inconsistent coordination levels across problems was that some students used a higher-level coordination (level 2 or level 3) on some problems, but then only used perceptual features of the ruler to count a number sequence.
on other problems (level 1). This method involved placing the ruler anywhere on the line, and counting the enumerated centimeter marks from 1 to the target value to place their estimate. Thus, though the sample sizes were very small to make any strong claims, it is possible that some features of the ruler (enumerated tick marks or off-set origin, which the paper strips did not have) and problem 3 (coordinating splitting and iterating actions on a tool with such features) presented unique unit coordination challenges for students who used rulers. This may be evidence for a transitional period in which students were still learning to establish a consistent relationship between their tool and target with the use of a ruler.

In sum, the ANOVA results, frequency distributions, and the inter-problem correlations show that fourth graders used more sophisticated tool-target coordination levels than second graders; that stated, not all tools were consistently accessible to students regardless of grade level. The long paper strip was much more difficult for both grade levels to support linear measurement activity compared to rulers and short paper strips. Across problems, students were generally consistent in the level of tool-target coordination they used, but the ruler condition presented relatively more coordination challenges than the paper strip conditions.

In the following section, I focus on relations between solutions with tools and without tools. To this end, I analyze how students’ precisions of estimates were influenced by the introduction of tools.

### Analysis of Tool Efficacy on Precision of Estimates: A Focus on Development

The prior analyses on developmental shifts in tool-target coordination levels illuminated how children qualitatively transformed their use of tools to mediate their linear measurement activity. I now shift to a focus on whether children’s use of the introduced tools influenced the precision of their measurements as contrasted with their problem solving when they did not have access to those tools.

Following Vygotsky’s (1978) treatment of a “natural line” of development (unmediated) and a “cultural line” of development (mediated), I expected that the shift of students’ precision of estimates would be different from the tool absent to the tool present conditions as a function of age. For students early in the development of the use of tools to mediate estimating distances (e.g., most second graders), I expected the introduced tools to either interfere with or not serve a functional value in students’ measurement precision; rather, estimates would be rooted in unmediated perceptual reactions to measurement questions (Vygotsky’s natural line), resulting in imprecise measurements; further, for these students, the introduction of tools would either lead to greater imprecision (the tools serving to confuse the situation) or no change in precision. In terms of Saxe’s (2012) treatment of microgenesis in tool using, I did not expect to see students engage with a unitization of tool or target in a tool-target coordination. For intermediate students, I expected tools to begin to serve a value and help improve students’ measurement precision; these students would show early efforts to appropriate tools to advance their measurement activity, leading to greater precision of linear estimates. For the most advanced students, I expected precision scores to improve with the use of tools, and further, for students to no longer be dependent upon tools for precision when tools were not available, using internal meditational forms rooted in prior tool using activity; these students would be able to mediate their linear measurement activity both with introduced tools and mentally (without tools).

Based upon my prior analyses on tool-target coordination levels (building on Saxe’s (2012) microgenetic framework), I expected that the particular tool conditions would also
interact with students’ precision. Specific tool features might interfere or support students’ mediation of estimation activity in different ways. I expected that the short paper strip would better support students to mediate their unitization activity on the number line because its size (which was equivalent to the given intervals on the problems) afforded the iteration of a measure without an additional operation on the tool itself (splitting it or treating it as a multiple). However, students who were only able to partially coordinate tool-target relationships would fail to recognize that the paper strip could be folded to generate shorter measures to afford better precision. The ruler would also be more readily adapted into students’ measurement activity because students are familiar with its use and purpose from classroom instruction, but its pre-labeled enumerated units and off-set zero-point might interfere with students’ efforts to use the ruler to mediate their estimates. The long paper strip would serve the least functional value to students because it would be unclear to students on how to transform a tool that looks similar to a ruler (it is the same length) but has no demarcations to guide measurement. This confusion would lead to more unmediated and imprecise estimation activity in the long paper strip condition compared to the other tools. Thus, I expected that there would be fewer advanced students and more unmediated, imprecise estimations in the long paper strip condition compared to the short paper strip or rulers, and relatively more intermediate and advanced students in the ruler and short paper conditions, and hence, greater precision in estimates compared to the long paper strip condition.

**Measurement of precision scores.**

I adapted Siegler and Booth’s (2004) method\(^{10}\) for calculating the precision of students’ linear estimates on the number line problems. This captured the difference between students’ measures and the ideal measure scaled by the ideal measure. The closer a precision score was to 0, the more precise the student’s estimate was for the problem. The absolute value was taken because I was concerned with the magnitude of students’ imprecision, and to avoid using negative values when comparing means of students’ precision scores across conditions.

\[
\text{Precision Score} = \left| \frac{\text{Student’s Estimate} - \text{Ideal Estimate}}{\text{Ideal Estimate}} \right|
\]

To measure students’ estimates, I used the same ruler students used in their interviews to measure the physical distance between the student’s estimation mark and the rightmost endpoint\(^{11}\) of the given interval to the tenth decimal place in centimeters. These measures were recorded in a database, categorized by each individual student and their solutions for each problem they solved. The ideal estimate was the physical distance at which the target value of a problem should be placed to the right of the rightmost endpoint. For example, for a problem with

---

\(^{10}\) Siegler and Booth’s (2004) Percent Absolute Error (PAE) formula was used for bounded number line problems for which students were asked to estimate the location of a target value between two pre-labeled values. Thus, their formula utilized the actual values presented in the problem (pre-labeled values, target value, value of student’s estimate). Since this study’s problems involved unbounded number line problems for which students were asked to estimate the location of a target value outside of two pre-labeled values, I used the physical distances of numbers on the number line to produce precision scores.

\(^{11}\) The rightmost endpoint is the larger value of the given interval in the number line problem. For example, 6 is the rightmost endpoint, or larger value of the given interval (5, 6), and 8 is the rightmost endpoint of the given interval (6, 8).
a 4-centimeter given interval of (5, 6), the ideal estimate for target value 8 was 8 centimeters because 8 should be placed two 4-centimeter units to the right of 6—the rightmost endpoint of the given interval—on the number line. Thus, if a student’s estimate for this problem was 8 cm, then their precision score would be 0 (precise). However, if the student’s estimate was longer (overestimate) or shorter (underestimate) than 8 cm, then their precision score would be greater than 0 and considered imprecise.

**Unexpected tool rejections.**

An unanticipated finding that needed to be considered before analyzing precision scores was that a number of students claimed that they could not or did not know how to use the presented tool even when encouraged to do so. Some students rejected the tool for every problem while others rejected the presented tool for a subset of the problems (Figure 36 and Figure 37). At second grade, at least some students rejected the presented tool in every tool type; most rejection instances occurred in the long paper strip condition (66.67% rejecting the tool on every problem and 8.33% rejecting the tool on some of the problems). At fourth grade, only some of the students in the long paper strip condition rejected the tool (16.67% rejecting the tool on every problem and 33.33% rejecting the tool on some of the problems). No tool rejections occurred in the ruler or short paper strip conditions at fourth grade. Students’ rejection of the tools itself is a phenomenon consistent with Vygotsky’s treatment of tool using. Early in development according to Vygotsky, students are expected to rely on intuitive or perceptual processes regardless of the availability of or encouragement to use a tool. Thus, the finding of the prevalence of tool rejection among second but not fourth graders is a phenomenon that would be consistent with Vygotsky’s expectations. Further, the rejection by fourth graders of the long paper strip points to the lack of its affordances for mediating problem solving for these participants.
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Figure 36. Percent of students who rejected the presented tool for some problems (1 to 4) and all problems (5) as a function of tool type and grade level
Whether or not students rejected the use of the presented tool, students produced estimates for each problem in the tool using conditions. When students rejected the tool for the tool present condition problems, their solutions could not be construed in any direct fashion as mediated by the tool. That said, the mere presence of the tool could have conceivably influenced students’ performance even if students rejected the tool. I chose to proceed with my analyses of students’ precision scores as a function of tool absent versus tool present conditions in three ways that allowed some accommodation for students’ unanticipated tool rejections, treating the interpretation of each analysis cautiously and in light of the others. Each method carries with it different assumptions about students’ precision scores in the tool present condition when they had rejected the use of the tool.

TREATING TOOL REJECTING STUDENTS’ PRECISION SCORES AS THOSE THAT WERE INFLUENCED BY THE PRESENCE OF THE TOOL.

For this analysis, I proceed as initially planned in my experimental design. I assumed that students’ precision scores in the tool present condition were valid data whether students did or did not reject the tool. This analysis assumes that the mere presence of the tool influenced tool-rejecting students’ precision estimates in the tool present condition.

To determine whether grade level, tool type, or tool presence influenced the precision of students’ estimates between tool absent and tool present conditions, I conducted a three-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with students’ sum of precision scores across problems as the dependent variable: 2 (grade: second, fourth) × 3 (tool type: ruler, short paper strip, long paper strip) × 2 (tool presence: tool absent, tool present, repeated). Figure 38 contains student mean precision scores that were revealed in this analysis. The ANOVA revealed main effects for grade, tool type, tool presence, and an interaction between grade and tool presence.
The main effect for grade revealed that overall second graders were less precise than fourth graders ($F (1, 69) = 11.77, p < 0.05$). Second graders’ means were higher (less precise) than those of fourth graders (Second grade: 7.65, 95% CI [6.37, 8.94]; Fourth grade: 4.58, 95% CI [3.35, 5.82]).

The main effect for tool type revealed that students were less precise on at least one tool type compared to another ($F (2, 69) = 3.53, p < 0.05$). A post hoc Scheffe’s test showed that mean for students in the ruler condition differed significantly from the mean for students in the long paper strip condition ($Scheffe p = 0.048$). Students in the ruler condition displayed lower means (more precise) than long paper strip condition students; the mean difference in precision score sums between the ruler group and long paper strip group was -2.78 (95% CI [-5.55, -0.017]). Compared to rulers, long paper strips were less effective in supporting students to mediate their measurement activity to become more precise. There were no interaction effects between groups.

The main effect for tool presence revealed that on average, students became significantly impaired in their precision scores with the introduction of tools ($F (1, 69) = 10.46, p < 0.01$). From tool absent to tool present conditions, the mean of students’ precision score sums increased (i.e., they became more imprecise) by 1.745 (Tool absent: 5.25, 95% CI [4.33, 6.16]; tool present: 6.99, 95% CI [5.83, 8.15]).

There was one interaction effect of grade within students’ shifts in precision score sums from tool absent to tool present conditions ($F (1, 69) = 4.44, p < 0.05$). To investigate the source of the interaction effect, I used a paired sample t-test to compare precision score sums between tool absent and tool present conditions for each grade level. There was a significant difference in means between tool presence conditions for second graders ($t_{35} = -2.75, p < 0.01$), but not fourth graders. On average, second graders became more imprecise by a precision score increase of 1.76 (95% CI [-3.064, -0.46]).

In sum, this analysis revealed four findings. First, students’ precision of estimates on average became impaired with the presence of a tool. Second, fourth graders were on average more precise than second graders. Third, with the introduction of a tool, second graders’ shifts in precision scores became significantly imprecise compared to fourth graders’ shifts in precision.

Figure 38. Shifts of precision score sum means (0 = precise) for no tool (tool absent) condition and tool (tool present) condition by grade level and tool type.
scores. Fourth, between tool conditions, the long paper strip was significantly less accessible for students to mediate the precision of their estimates compared to the ruler.

**Treating students who rejected tools as missing data.**

For this analysis, I assumed those estimates in the tool conditions for which students rejected the tool as missing data since students did not use their presented tool to estimate the target. I took as “real data” only those estimates for which students attempted to use the tool. As a result of the assumption, my sample size was reduced, especially for the long paper strip condition. Consequently, I eliminated the long paper strip condition from this analysis, treating tool-rejecting participants as missing data in these analyses. The students who remained in the analysis were as follows: At second grade, 9 out of 12 students never rejected the ruler and 7 out of 12 students never rejected the short paper strip. No fourth graders rejected the ruler (13 students) or short paper strip (14 students) (Figure 39).
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Figure 39. Number of students who never rejected the ruler and short paper strip tools

The 3-way ANOVA on student precision scores (2 (grade: second, fourth) × 2 (tool type: ruler, short paper strip) × 2 (tool presence: tool absent, tool present, repeated)) revealed similar between-subjects and within-subjects effects as the earlier approach of treating the tool rejecting students’ estimates as valid data. First, a main effect for tool presence revealed that students’ precision scores became significantly imprecise when using the tool ($F(1, 39)=11.58$, $p < 0.01$). Second, a main effect for grade level ($F(1,39)=10.07$, $p < 0.01$) revealed that on average, second grade students were significantly more imprecise than fourth grade students (second grade mean: 7.30, 95% CI [5.80, 8.80]; fourth grade mean: 4.33, 95% CI [3.19, 5.48]). Third, a main effect for tool type ($F(1,39)=6.75$, $p < 0.05$) revealed that the mean for students in the short paper strip group was significantly higher (more imprecise) than of those in the ruler group; the short paper strip was less accessible than the ruler for students to mediate the precision of their estimates. Fourth, there was an interaction effect of precision score sum means within grade levels ($F(1,39)=10.65$, $p < 0.01$). A paired sample t-test revealed that the source of this interaction was that second graders, but not fourth graders, became significantly imprecise from tool absent to tool present conditions ($t_{15}=-3.50$, $p < 0.01$, mean difference = -4.17, 95% CI [-6.72, -1.63]). Figure 40 illustrates the difference of average precision score sums of each tool presence condition as a function of grade and tool type.
Figure 40. Shifts of precision score sum means (0 = precise) for no tool (tool absent) condition and tool (tool present) condition by grade for each tool type.

Treating tool-rejecting students’ precision scores for the tool present condition as identical to those for the tool absent condition.

Like the second analysis, in my third analysis, I regarded tool-rejecting participants’ estimates in the tool present condition as problematic. These students’ estimates in the tool present condition would be suspect because they might have misinterpreted the intended purpose of the second request for an estimate, inferring that their estimate was wrong and they were being given a second chance to improve (in other words, treating the second question as a Gricean conversational implicature (see, for example, Siegal, 1991)). Such an interpretation might have prompted students to produce two different estimates for a problem. Thus, I reassigned tool rejecters the same precision score in the tool present condition that they were assigned in the tool absent condition. To confirm the merit of this approach, I analyzed tool-rejecting participants’ relative precision scores between the tool absent and present conditions. If my expectations about the unreliability of students’ precision scores in the tool present condition are well founded, I would expect some students to show less reliability across conditions and some to show greater reliability. Such a finding would support the merit of this analytic approach, and I found that students did vary in their precision of estimates by grade and tool presence, and tool type for second graders’ shifts from tool absent to tool present conditions.

The ANOVA that included substitution scores revealed three findings, two of which mirrored the previous two analytic approaches (treating tool-rejecting students’ estimates as valid, and treating tool-rejecting students as missing data). First, the ANOVA revealed that on average, students significantly became imprecise in precision scores from tool absent to tool present conditions (F (1, 69) = 8.52, p < 0.01). Second, second graders were significantly more imprecise compared to fourth graders (F (1, 69) = 6.53, p < 0.05; second grade mean: 7.09, 95% CI [5.70, 8.49]; fourth grade mean: 4.61, 95% CI [3.27, 5.96]). These two findings were similar to previous analyses. However, unlike the previous two analytic approaches, this analysis did not reveal a main effect of tool type or an interaction effect of tool presence and grade. Instead, the third result was that there was a significant interaction effect of grade level, tool type, and tool
presence (F (2, 69) = 3.64, p < 0.05). A paired-sample t-test of students’ precision scores from tool absent to tool present conditions over grade and tool revealed that second graders in the short paper strip condition, but not others, became significantly more impaired in precision (t_{11} = -3.128, p < 0.05, mean difference=-3.02, 95% CI [-5.14, -0.89]). Figure 41 illustrates the difference of average precision score sums of each tool presence condition as a function of grade and tool type.

Figure 41. Shifts of precision score sum means (0 = precise) for no tool (tool absent) condition and tool (tool present) condition by grade for each tool type

Summary of the three tool-rejection accommodation analyses.

The large number of unanticipated tool-rejections by students on the long paper strip condition compared to the other conditions supports my expectation that the long paper strip presents more difficulty for students that then other tool types. In the subsequent analyses, I accommodated the rejections in three ways and revealed results that matched some, but not all, of my earlier expectations of students’ tool using and their precision scores. I had expected an interaction of students’ precision of estimates with tool type as they shifted from unmediated estimations without tools to mediated estimations using tools. For age, I had expected more students in fourth grade than second grade would have been able to mediate their estimates using their assigned tools, leading to an improvement in precision from tool absent to tool present conditions. Though all three analytic approaches revealed that fourth grade students were more precise than second grade students on means of precision scores, students in both grades generally became more imprecise. In Vygotsky’s treatment of development and tool using, this might mean that students in both grades were generally early in development and unable to use tools to mediate the precision of their estimates. However, more fourth graders than second graders might have begun to use their tools to serve a measurement function.

For tools, as I noted earlier, I had expected that the ruler and the long paper strip would be the more difficult for students to use to support their linear measurement activity compared to the short paper strip and improve their precision. A larger proportion of students rejected the use of the long paper strip compared to other tools, which supports the expectation that the long paper strip was most challenging for students to adapt into their linear measurement activity. For
the first analytic approach (treating tool-rejecting students as valid data), I found that the long paper strip students were significantly more imprecise (higher precision score means) than the ruler condition students, but not the short paper strip condition students. For the second analytic approach (treating tool-rejecting students as invalid data), the long paper strip condition along with all tool-rejecting students were dropped, and results showed that short paper strip students were significantly more imprecise (higher precision score means) than the ruler condition students. Following Vygotsky for the two analytic approaches, it is possible that there were fewer advanced students and more unmediated imprecise estimations in one or both of the paper strip conditions compared to the ruler condition. For the third analytic approach (treating tool-rejecting students’ tool absent and present estimates as identical), findings indicated that second grade students became significantly impaired in their precision with the introduction of the short paper strip. This suggests that for students early in their development of tool using, the short paper strip particularly interfered with their estimation activity.

The next analysis focused on uncovering a possible intermediate group of students who did improve their precision on problems. For this analysis, I assumed that the mere presence of the tool influenced students’ performance even if they rejected the tool. The above analyses all used precision score sums in the tool absent and tool present conditions as the dependent variable, which may have obscured individual students who did improve in precision when using a tool to mediate their estimates. An overall impairment in precision may have resulted from two other possible sources. First, there were five problem types that students encountered in each tool presence (tool absent and tool present) condition, and it is possible that students were able to mediate their precision with a tool on some problems but not others. Second, it might be that more students became impaired in precision with the introduction of tools than those who improved in precision with the use of a tool. If either of these cases occurred, this would have resulted in an overall increase in precision score sums, leading to a conclusion that students became more imprecise with tools present. An intermediate group of students who were able to mediate their precision of estimates with their assigned tool may have been overlooked because the number of students were fewer or many but not all problems were interfering with students efforts to use their tool.

**Students’ precision score shifts.**

To determine whether there may have been an intermediate group of students who did improve their precision of estimates with the use of a presented tool, I tabulated how many students improved their precision on the majority of problems, or impaired their precision on the majority of problems, or had an equal number of improved and impaired precision instances (including the case of no instances of either). I found that there were three students at fourth grade (2 ruler, 2 short paper strip) who improved on all problems with the use of their tool, and two students at second grade (1 ruler, 1 long paper strip) whose precision became impaired on all problems with the use of their tool. There were no individual students who showed no difference in precision scores for the entire problem set as a whole. The rest of the individual students each improved precision on some problems and did not improve precision on others with the use of their tool. Six of these students showed no difference in precision on only one problem. Figure 42 displays how many students in each tool condition and grade level more often improved their precision with the tool, or more often impaired their precision with the tool, or evenly improved and impaired their precision across problems with the tool.
I found that in any given tool condition at each grade, there were students who became more precise more often with the use of a tool. Further, in the ruler condition at both grades and in the short paper strip condition at fourth grade, this population outnumbered the number of students who became less precise more often with the use of a tool. This confirmed that though the earlier ANOVA results suggested that most student groups on average became impaired in their precision with the introduction of tools, there was a subgroup of students who were able to mediate their precision of estimates with the use of a tool. This subgroup’s performance may have been obscured because the average of their precision score decreases was less than the precision score increases of those who became less precise with a tool.

It is possible that students were exhibiting more precision or less precision as a function of problem type. A large percentage of students became more precise with a tool on more problems than more imprecise with a tool. More second graders became more precise than less precise on three or more problems with the use of a ruler. The majority of fourth grade students were more precise on three or more problems with the use of a ruler or short paper strip. Half of the long paper strip users displayed this behavior. This suggests that students’ overall mean of precision became worse not because they were unable to use their tool to mediate their estimation activity, but because some problems were particularly difficult for students to mediate their linear estimates using their tool; coordinations between tool units and target number line units might have been more difficult for some problems than others, resulting in different frequencies of precision score decline or improvement by problem. Thus, the above analysis was further decomposed into students’ improvements or no improvements (by collapsing impairment and no difference) in precision for each problem as a function of tool type and grade (Figure 43).
Figure 43. Percent of students shifting to lesser or greater precision for each problem with tool as a function of tool type and grade.
The frequency analysis revealed that in all but one condition, there were students who improved precision when tools were introduced into their measurement activity, but the relative percentage of students who improved precision or impaired precision differed as a function of problem type. For the unit interval problem (problem 1), more than 50% of students increased in precision with the use of their tool in each grade and tool type (second grade: 58.3% ruler, 100% short paper strip, 66.7% long paper strip; fourth grade: 61.5% ruler, 100% short paper strip, 75% long paper strip). Notably, all students in the short paper strip condition increased in precision on problem 1. For the multiunit interval problem with whole multiple measured interval (problem 2), however, only students in the ruler condition had a slightly higher percentage of students who improved in precision with the use of a tool (58.3% at second grade and 53.8% at fourth grade) compared to those who did not improve in precision. For the multiunit interval problem with 1.5-fractional multiple measured interval (problem 3), there were no instances at each grade or tool type in which more students improved with the use of a tool than students who did not. For the multiunit interval problems with 0.5-fractional multiple interval (problem 4) and 0.75-fractional multiple measured interval (problem 5), only fourth grade students exhibited a higher percentage of those who improved their estimate precision with their tool (problem 4: 69.2% ruler, 64.3% short paper strip, 58.3% long paper strip; problem 5: 76.9% ruler, 71.4% short paper strip).

At both grades, students who were able to mediate their precision of estimates with the use of a tool were most successful on the unit interval problem (problem 1), especially in the short paper strip condition. This indicated that students were typically able to coordinate the unit interval on the number line with their tool. This makes sense given that the unit interval did not need to be further split into shorter units to generate a linear estimate on the number line, and students only needed to coordinate one measure with their tool on the number line. With the short paper strip, all students in each grade improved their precision on this problem. The short paper strip did not need to be further split into shorter units to represent a linear unit on the target number line. Compared to the ruler or long paper strip, fewer coordinations between units were needed compared to the ruler. For the ruler, a magnitude of 4cm needed to be coordinated with 1 linear unit on the number line, and for the long paper strip, it first needed to be folded to fit and represent a linear unit.

For the multiunit interval problems (problems 2-5), second and fourth graders displayed visibly different directions of precision shifts with the presence of the ruler and the short paper strip. At both grades for problem 2 and problem 3, which had given intervals of 2 units, a large percentage—more than 70%—of students did not improve in precision with the short paper strip. For problem 4 and problem 5, which had given intervals of 4 units, the short paper strip continued to be largely inaccessible for precision improvement for second graders, but the inverse was true for fourth graders. Similarly, the ruler was less accessible for more second graders in improving their precision while it was more accessible for more fourth graders in improving their precision.

On multiunit interval problems, second graders and fourth graders behaved differently in their use of the ruler and short paper strip. For most second graders, the ruler and short paper strips interfered with students’ production of linear estimates of target values (as revealed by the decline in precision when using the tool). In contrast, at fourth grade, these tools supported students’ estimates on four-unit interval problems (as revealed by improved precision from tool absent to tool present conditions). The developmental advance reveals challenges that many fourth graders have overcome in tool-target coordinations on this problem type. Indeed, most second graders treated the short paper strip as a linear unit on target number lines; this type of
coordination on multiunit interval problems led to gross overestimations of target values. Many second graders also treated 4cm (the length of the given interval) on the ruler as a linear unit; coordinating 4cm as a linear unit also led to gross overestimations of target values. In contrast, the majority of fourth graders were able to overcome these coordination challenges and improve their precision on four-unit multiunit interval problems. For more fourth graders than second graders, tools began to serve a functional value and students became more precise in their estimates of target values with the introduction of a tool.
Chapter 4: Discussion

In the present study, I argued that we need more systematic empirical studies that investigate the conceptual challenges children encounter in using tools for length estimation, particularly when children have to coordinate multiple linear measures in problem solving activity. Children’s use of measurement tools has been studied by documenting their successes and challenges using non-standard tools (e.g., paper strips) and standard tools (e.g., rulers) (Clements, 1999; Haylock & Cockburn, 1989; Kastner, 1989; McDonough & Sullivan, 2011). These have included different kinds of studies, such as depicting children’s advances and challenges in generating a linear measure or comparing the length of two objects using non-standard tools or rulers (Boulton-Lewis et al. 1996; Bragg & Outhred, 2004; Clements, 1999; Hiebert, 1981, 1984; Kamii & Clark, 1997; Kotsopoulos et al., 2015; Lehrer et al., 1999; Nunes et al., 1993; Solomon et al., 2015) and developing or evaluating instructional sequences or pedagogical approaches for teaching linear measurement (Barrett et al., 2011; Kostopoulos et al., 2015; McClain et al., 1999; Szilagyi, Clements, & Sarama, 2013). Though some linear measurement studies point to possible trajectories through which children increase their abilities to operate on linear measures (without a focus on tool using) (e.g., Barrett & Clements, 2003), few have focused directly on the mediational strategies children use with tools to support their linear estimates. Number line problems help illuminate children’s understanding of linear units (Fosnot & Dolk, 2001; Petitto, 1990; Saxe et al. 2010, 2013), but how children use different types of tools to operate on linear units on number lines has not been studied extensively. A focus on how children use tools to mediate their linear estimates in number line contexts may provide a more comprehensive understanding of how children advance from perceptual to internalized measurement strategies.

To support my inquiry, I adapted Vygotsky’s (1978) framework on mediation and Saxe’s (2012) treatment of microgenesis of tool using, focusing on children’s developing use of tools to produce numerical estimates on number line. In terms of development, I examined how students mediated their linear measurement activity using tools and how tool using influenced their estimates compared to when no tools were available. These analyses focused on whether there were students early in developing measurement tool use who did not find tools to serve a measurement function, students later in development who began to mediate and improve their measurements using tools, and advanced students who were able to mediate their measurements with and without tools. To analyze how students produced measurements using tools, I focused on students’ microgenetic constructions of the coordination between tools (three types with varying properties) and target number lines (five types with varying properties). These analyses identified the manner in which students were able to generate a relationship between two quantification activities: (1) transforming tools to quantify them into units, and (2) using interval values to identify linear units on the number line.

In this chapter, I review the key contributions of this dissertation. Then I discuss the limitations of the study, implications of the findings, and next steps to extend the work.

Review and Discussion of Key Findings

To study the interplay between children’s linear unit understandings and their adaptation of different tools to measure linear targets, I interviewed second grade and fourth grade students as they solved linear measurement problems (placing numbers on unbounded number lines) and
presented three different types of tools—a ruler and paper strips of two different lengths—to support their problem solving. All problems were designed to elicit coordinations between particular unitizing actions (splitting, iterating, counting) on the targets (number line problems) and tools. I expected that younger children would encounter more difficulty generating and preserving units on number lines using rulers compared to paper strips. However, as more unitizing actions were required to solve a problem, children would find the short paper strip, which was the length of the pre-labeled given intervals on the number lines, more accessible than the long paper strip, which was as long as the ruler. I also anticipated that even though older children might be more precise in generating linear estimates on number line problems than younger children, their tool using strategies would reveal persisting challenges in coordinating between tool units and target units, especially for rulers. Overall, students’ mediational approaches using measurement tools showed context specificity. The character of students’ tool-target coordinations varied by problem type, and there was marked variation in levels of performance across tool treatment groups at a given grade level.

Many fourth graders were able to overcome challenges in coordinating the co-quantification of tools and target number lines with a consistent unit to generate more precise estimates than most of the second graders, but at both grades, the majority of students were more imprecise with the use of a tool compared to a perceptual strategy. The majority of fourth graders mediated their linear estimates by coordinating their tool units with number line units while the majority of second graders were only able to partially coordinate between tool units and target units, leading to greater imprecision compared to fourth graders. However, some second grade students were able to use their tool to mediate their measurements adequately, and many fourth grade students still experienced some difficulty as evidenced by the presence of lower performance across tool conditions and problem types. Thus, at both grades, there were students early in their ability to adapt tools to serve a measurement function for their number line estimates, and those who were later in development and able to transform the tools to serve a measurement function.

Compared to rulers and short paper strips, long paper strips were the most challenging for students in both grades to adapt into their number line measurement activity. Students found it challenging to unitize the long paper strip by corresponding a segment of it onto the number line, even though they were able to provide estimates using eyeball strategies or their fingers. Long paper strips resembled rulers in shape, but a segment first had to be cut, folded, or visualized as the length of the given interval on the number line to serve a measurement function. The long paper strip in particular was rejected by a large number of students, especially at second grade. Amongst the students in the long paper strip condition, a large majority of second graders and half of the fourth grade students rejected the tool on at least one problem. When encouraged to use the long paper strip, most of the tool-rejecting students claimed that they did not know how to use the tool and some reasoned that it would be possible to measure estimates if there were enumerated marks (like a ruler) on the paper strip. In contrast, only a small number of second grade students in the ruler and short paper strip conditions rejected the tool and no fourth grade students rejected the ruler or short paper strip. The length of the short paper strip fit in the given interval, providing a visual cue that it the tool and number line interval could be coordinated in some fashion. Even though not all students used the ruler correctly, students were familiar with the tool and knew it could be used to measure, and readily tried to use the enumerated tick marks or the edge of the ruler to generate a linear estimate. Students may have been more likely to adapt the long paper strip if an intermediate step was shown, such as fitting the edge of the paper
strip to the interval for the student or folding the edge of the strip to the length of the given interval.

On average, fourth grade students were more precise than second grade students, but for students at both grades some tools either interfered or did not serve a functional value. Students who used long paper strips became significantly more imprecise than students who used rulers. This means that even though many students (especially at second grade) rejected the use of the long paper strip, they still became more imprecise by the mere presence of the tool. Second graders, but not fourth graders, became significantly imprecise from the use of short paper strips. In contrast, ruler-using fourth graders, as a group, improved the precision of their estimates. Students who were later in development in tool using likely recognized that they could use the ruler’s equally spaced enumerated units as a resource for generating new lengths, which may be why relatively more fourth grade students were able to better improve the precision of their estimates compared to students with the short paper strip.

There were students who improved their precision with the use of their tool as a function of problem type in each grade and tool type. The most instances occurred for the unit interval problem (e.g., Given (7, 8) place 10): all of the short paper strip using students improved their precision with the use of their tool, and for other tools, more students improved than impaired in precision with the use of their tool. As expected, some students did find that mediating linear measures with their tool was relatively easier when a splitting action was unnecessary. The ruler and short paper strip benefitted more fourth graders than second graders on the four-unit interval problems (e.g., Given (10, 14) place 16 or given (5, 9) place 12). The source of the problem and grade interaction on precision shifts was likely due to second graders’ persistent difficulty with using the short paper strip to mediate their linear estimates on multiunit interval problems. The two-unit interval problem with 1.5-fractional multiple measured interval (e.g., Given (6, 8) place 11) was the only problem for which the relative proportion of students who improved in precision with their tool was not greater than those who did not improve in precision. The features of this problem may have presented more challenges to students’ efforts to mediate their measurement activity.

Thus, many second grade students and some fourth grade students were unable to use the presented tools to mediate their unitizing coordinations and improve their precision. Rather, the tools were often a hindrance and did not serve a functional value for coordinating quantified units. This was most evident in the case of the long paper strip, and second graders who were presented with the short paper strip. The presentation of the tool was detrimental to students’ efforts in tool-target coordination and improving precision of estimates. Yet, in both grades, there were intermediate students who became more precise with the use of the tool. The tools began to serve a functional value for this group, and students improved in their performance with tools relative to their performance without tools, especially on the unit interval problem and for fourth graders who used the ruler. Some of these students may have been advanced students who displayed little difference in their precision scores from tool absent to tool present conditions, which may mean that they were already covertly mediating unit coordinations and did not necessarily need the provided tools to improve their precision of estimates. It is possible that the advanced students were fourth graders who were presented with the ruler or the short paper strip and improved in their precision of estimates using their tool. These students exhibited a small amount of shift in precision from tool absent to tool present conditions, which suggests that these students may have not depended on the ruler or short paper strip to place their estimates.
Limitations

In this section, I discuss the limitations of this study design, focusing on six aspects that have implications for future research: (1) adding scaffolding tasks, (2) varying location of given intervals, (3) additional interviews, (4) providing tool preference, (5) expanding age groups, and (6) additional numerical domains.

Adding scaffolding tasks.
A limitation of the tasks presented to the students was that students were not given any suggestions for unitization even when they rejected the use of the tool. Recall that all students were able to unitize their assigned tool before solving problems with their tools, such as folding the paper strip into “two equal pieces” or showing the length of 2cm on the ruler. However, many students, especially at second grade, claimed they could not use their tool to measure lengths on the number line. The interview protocol could have included follow-up suggestions for students to use a unitization strategy they demonstrated earlier with the tool. This would have better illuminated their developing use of measurement tools.

Varying location of given intervals.
For all problems, given intervals were centered on the line segments. This was originally done in order to avoid providing students with a zero-point on the number line. However, students may have still assumed that 0 was at the left end of the lines, and they may have been covertly unitizing the number line with this in mind, either leading to overestimations or assumptions that units did not have to be equally spaced. If more time or multiple interviews were incorporated into the interviews, I could have added more number line tasks that also varied in the location of the given intervals (e.g., at the left end, at the right end, etc).

Additional interviews.
Repeated questioning may have prompted students to solve the problems in tool absent and tool present conditions differently, because they viewed the interviewer as violating conversational rule and requesting for a different estimate. Adding a time delay, such as a week or two, between no tool and tool conditions may have helped mitigate this. Adding more interviews with time delays in between may have also allowed for opportunities to ask students to evaluate hypothetical other students’ solutions or measurement strategies as a means to understand students’ abilities to coordinate between tools and targets.

Providing tool preference.
The time constraints of the school sites and the number of participants was not large enough to allow for systematic comparisons in which each student could try more than one type of tool. Having each student try each tool type or choose a preferred tool from all types may have helped reveal better which tools they can better adapt to measurement activity.

Expanding age groups.
The majority of second and fourth graders became more imprecise in their linear estimates with tool use. Additionally, by the time data collection started, students in second grade at the selected school sites became quite familiar with rulers. Interviewing even younger
students as well as much older students may have shown a better spectrum of tool using development.

**Additional numerical domains.**

This interview design only included whole numbers, and many of the older students performed very well on the problems as a result. Coordinating splitting, counting, and iterating actions with fractional values would have been more challenging for students, and the addition of number line tasks with fractions may have allowed better insight into how students coordinate between their tool and targets.

**Implications and Next Steps**

Tool-target coordination and precision findings showed that students’ performance differed as a function of age, tool type, and problem type. Adapting Vygotsky’s (1978) framework on mediation and tool using and Saxe’s (2012) treatment of microgenesis allowed for an integrated conceptualization of students’ measurement tool using activity in a novel way. Students’ developing use of tools was analyzed in terms of how the use of tools influenced their measurements, and their ability to co-quantify tools and targets.

Unbounded number lines afford a context in which a given interval on the line can serve as a means to generate a new length. Interval and target values can be modified to require multiple linear unit operations, such as splitting an interval twice before iterating and counting. By examining how children adapt different types of tools on unbounded number line problems to support their linear estimates, one may better illuminate children’s emergent linear unit understandings in terms of the varied unit coordinations they produce between tools and targets (number lines). Depending on the given values of a number line problem, and the properties of the provided tools, children might encounter different unitizing challenges that might also influence the precision of their estimates.

Assessing students’ understandings of measurement tool using should include students’ explanations on how they would unitize the tool, the target, and how those two would be corresponded to one another. Precision shifts from no tool use to tool use on number line problems did not adequately represent students’ abilities to coordinate between tool units and target units. Many fourth graders and several second graders clearly demonstrated conceptual understanding in quantifying and coordinating tools and targets, but many students in both grades did not necessarily improve in precision. This may have been due to motor coordination abilities than lack of understanding how to use their tools.

The affordances or challenges in students’ use of measurement tools partly arise from an interaction between the tool’s physical features and problem features. The difficulty of tool and problem combinations will differ for age groups, so a variety should be presented both in the earlier grades as well as later grades instead of focusing on presenting one type of tool before the other (e.g., non-quantified non-standard tools before pre-quantified standard tools) or not having problems that include splitting, iterating, and counting actions for younger children.

In next steps, I intend to address some of the study’s limitations to build a more comprehensive understanding of students’ use of measurement tools. First, the current tasks will be piloted with more students in additional grades to determine whether adding additional age groups would help illuminate more variety in unit coordination strategies. Second, in addition to generating multiple linear measures on number lines, students will also be given the opportunity
to evaluate the accuracy of number line targets placed by other (hypothetical) students using their provided tool. Third, students will be able to choose from different types of tools to support their measurement activity, and then be asked to use a less preferred tool to solve problems as well. Fourth, if students are unable to unitize their tool in any fashion, then they will be provided with suggestions on transforming the tool (e.g., What if you folded the paper strip like this?). Fifth, students will be interviewed more than once to minimize asking students to solve one type of problem more than once in a session. Starting with these five revisions may provide better insight in students’ generative understandings in measurement tool using.

**Concluding Remarks**

This dissertation presented a systematic study of students’ developing use of different kinds of measurement tools in number line problem contexts. The findings supported the utility of focusing on mediation and conceptualizing measurement tool using in terms of co-quantifying the given tool with a number line target. There was also evidence that though students could independently unitize number lines and tools, many are unable to coordinate between the two. Older children were generally more precise and better able to coordinate between their tool units and number line units, but measurement tool difficulties still persisted. The longer non-standard tool (long paper strip), which did not appear to have an obvious measurement function, was particularly difficult for students to perceive as a useful tool to support their linear estimates. The variation in tool types and problem types helped reveal these findings. More research needs to explore and understand how students advance their tool to target unit coordinations, and the findings of this research study present a productive design and context to pursue this goal.
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Appendix A: Interview Protocol and Script

Name: _____________  Grade: ____  Date & Time:_________________  Treatment: ________

Order of Set A:
Order of Set B:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Script</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intro</td>
<td>“As you already know, my name is Ms. Bona (or Ms. K) and I’m from UC Berkeley. I’m trying to understand how students like you think about math. Today, I’m going to ask you to solve some problems about numbers and number lines. You may have never seen some of these problems before, and that’s okay. This isn’t a test, and there isn’t a right or wrong answer. Sometimes I’ll ask you to explain what you wrote and how you thought about the problem to help me understand how people learn. Okay?” [Turn on camera.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation (empty line)</td>
<td>“This line shows a racecourse, and the fox, rabbit, and turtle are running from this side (left) all the way over to this side (right).” “The turtle has run just a small distance, and fox has run a large distance. Can you place the turtle and fox on the racecourse?” “The rabbit has run more than the turtle but less than the fox. Can you place the rabbit on the racecourse?” “Who has run the most distance in the race?” “Who has run the smallest distance in the race?” “Did the rabbit run more or less than the fox?” “Did the rabbit run more or less than the turtle?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation to number lines (2 problems)</td>
<td>“Okay, now we’re going to look at some number line problems. For these problems I’m going to ask you to mark the place for one number on each problem.” <strong>TARGET VALUE:</strong> “What is this number?” [Point to target value on upper left corner and wait for child to state the number. Repeat the number child stated.] “Can you point with your finger where you think [target value] should go on this number line?” [Use pen to mark line where child points.] “Why did you put [target value] there?” Ask follow-up questions to determine level of comprehension of activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main: Tool absent condition (5 problems)</td>
<td>“Okay, now we’re going to place animals on a racecourse. BUT this time, I’m going to ask you to sit on your hands or keep your hands on your lap so that you can’t use them to help you. I’m going to move the animals across the racecourse like this [demonstrate], and you say ‘STOP!’ when you think the animal gets to the correct...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation to tool use</td>
<td>Paper strips:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Can you fold this piece of paper so that there are <strong>TWO</strong> pieces of the same size?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“How did you do that? Can you show me?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Can you fold this piece of paper so that there are <strong>FOUR</strong> pieces of the same size?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“How did you do that? Can you show me?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruler:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Can you show me how <strong>LONG</strong> 4 centimeters is on the ruler?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Is there any other place to show how <strong>LONG</strong> 4 centimeters is on the ruler?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“How did you do that? Can you show me?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruler:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Can you show me how <strong>LONG</strong> 2 centimeters is on the ruler?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Is there any other place to show how <strong>LONG</strong> 2 centimeters is on the ruler?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“How did you do that? Can you show me?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take notes on what the child does to the tool, along with a quick yes/no evaluation of whether they were able to unitize the tool as asked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main: Tool present condition (5 problems)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Okay, now we’re going to place animals on a racecourse. BUT this time, I’m going to ask you to use this paper strip/ruler to help you measure. Place the animal on the racecourse once you think you know where the animal should be. After you place the animal, I will mark the animal’s location on the racecourse with my pen.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruler:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“On this problem, [animal 1] has run x miles, and [animal 2] has run y miles. <strong>What’s this number? (point to target value)</strong> [Animal 3] has run z miles! Use the paper strip/ruler to help you measure and <strong>find exactly where</strong> [animal 3] is on the racecourse.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruler:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Can you explain how you used the paper strip/ruler to help you measure where the fox is on the racecourse?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Follow-up questions:
“**When you said you ________, why did you do that?**”
“Can you show me?”
“Can you talk out loud while you show me?”

[Turn off camera.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Closing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Thank you, that’s the end of the interview. Your answers were really helpful! Do you have any questions you want to ask me?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Closing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“You may return to your classroom now. Thank you!”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECK:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Bell Schedule</strong>: How much time left? Can we move to next student or wait?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>SD card</strong>: How much time left? Need to switch to a new one?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Camera power</strong>: Is it still running on power adapter or battery?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>WRITE DOWN TIME on protocol (and any other info that’s missing)</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Label and paper clip student’s work, stow away, get next one out</strong>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>